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SPORTS:ECA Warriors top Nashville Central 78-57
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MSU regents
hire familiar
firm for search
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Taking its next step to hire a
new president, the Murray State
Board of Regents chose the firm
that has helped conduct the university's past two searches,
despite opposition from the faculty representative.
The regents voted 10-1 on
Friday afternoon to hire
Korn/Ferry International to generate candidates to replace outgoing MSU President Dr. King
Alexander, who will resign at
the end a the month to lead
California State UniversityLong Beach.
Regents chairman
Don
Sparks said Korn/Ferry was chosen from the six firms that
expressed interest to the university's
request-for-proposal
process because of the familiari-

ty it has with MSU from its prior
searches.
"I think there was a comfort
level," Sparks said. "They knew
Murray State better than the others:.
The vote came after a 90minute closed session.
The Los Angeles. Calif.based firm helped the board with
the presidential searches in 1994
and 2001. The earlier search led
to the hiring of Kern Alexander,
who retired in 2001 and was
succeeded by his son, King. In
January, the elder Alexander will
come back on a temporary basis
until a new president is hired.
Four years ago, faculty regent
Terry Stricter was the sole vote
against the younger Alexander's
hiring, although he didn't come

•See Page 2A

Resident hopes
relatives see photo
of Murray soldier
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray, resident Kathenne
DUIT wants to make sure the parents, wife, or other relatives of
U.S. Army 1st U. Phillip
Montgomery know that their
loved one has been featured in a
San Antonio News-Express
newspaper photo.
Durr accidentally ran across
the photo while looking through
the journal at be mother's home in Corpus Chiisti, Texas. It was,
one of several' *taken by an
dded
News-Express
e
r traveling with an
lied Tennessee Army

National Guard unit stationed in
or near Balad Ruz. Iraq.
"It's a report that the San
Antonio paper did and it just so
happens that one of the guys in
the picture was from Murray,"
she said.
Montgomery is pictured
walking alongside Capt. James
Hite, of Nashville, while on
patrol. However Dun's efforts
to contact any member of
-- Montgomery's fami,ly living in
Murray have been in vain. So
she has asked for help from the
Murray Ledger & Times.

III See Page ZA

Clinton
A Holiday Treat
criticizes
Bush in
Kentucky
NICOLE FRUGE/San Antonio Express-News Photo

Tennessee Army National Guard Capt. James Hite, of
Nashville, Tenn., left, and 1st Lt. Phillip Montgomery, of
Murray, patrol the countryside north of Baled Ruz, Iraq,
Oct. 13, in preparation for the Oct. 15 referendum election.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
accused President Bush of mismanaging the Iraq war and
claimed his domestic agenda has
taken the country off course in a
speech to Kentucky Democrats
in a state that solidly backed the
Republican president last year.
About 2,000 people cheered
the New York senator as she
accused Bush of ignoring an ailing health care system and
rewarding tax cuts to the
wealthy while piling up huge
deficits.
Clinton headlined a state
party fundraiser that brought in
¶600,0(X) that will assist candidates statewide next year as
Democrats try to reverse
Republican gains of recent
years.

Chance of Rain

>norcl
Students at Murray Elementary School enjoyed a trip to Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium for a production of "The Nutcracker" by members of the
Jackson Purchase Dance Company. Karen Balzer. artistic director and choreographer for the dance company, said the special performance brought approximately
2,000 students from several area schools to the MSU campus. A Friday evening
production was also held for the public. Pictured above, from left. MES P-4 students Etta Danielson, Bethany Vogt and Caroline Calm visit with members of the
cast.
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Obituaries

.11 Rpgents
From Front
on the board until July 2001 —
Iwo months before King
Alexander was selected.
On behalf of the Faculty
Senate executive committee,
Stricter read two resolutions earlier in the regents' meeting
Friday. They will be considered
by the full Faculty Senate during
its meeting Tuesday afternoon.
The first
addressed
the strengths
Alexander's
leadership,
including
Wilily to
generate a
consensus
King
and effectively comAlexander
municate
with the various campus stakeholders. With that said, the resolution asked the board, which
will serve as the search committee, to look for a candidate with
similar strengths.
The second resolution asked
the board to remain committed
to an open, transparent search.
Strieter didn't support the
hire
motion
to
board's
Korn/Ferry because he said that
was the position of his constituenas."
They weren't comfortable

with the firm that was used the
last two times," he said in an
interview after the meeting.
Even so, Stricter said an
above-the-table search can be
conducted with the firm.
"We are going to do our best
to work with this firm," he said.
"I have been assured by board
members this will be an open
search."
From here, the university will
enter into a contract with
Korn/Ferry. Sparks said the
names of the other interested
firms will not be made public
until the contract with the one
chosen is signed an case something goes wrong and the other
companies have to be revisited.
Sparks said at an earlier meeting that he expects the firm to
generate between 50 and 75
names and then its representatives will help the board narrow
that pool to 25 or so. Then the
list of candidates with dwindle to
eight to 12 after the regents look
at resumes and conduct interviews, most likely in Nashville
to keep the potential presidents'
identities confidential until there
are just a few finalists.
The board hopes to bring
finalists to campus by the end of
the spring semester before faculty and students leave for the
summer. Ideally, the regents
would like to hire someone by
the summer.

II Soldier ...
From Front
the
all
called
"1
Montgomerys that were listed in
the Murray phone book and
couldn't find any relative of a
Phillip Mohtgomery." Dun- said.
"I just thought that he may have
a mother that lives here who has
remarried and is now living
under a different name or something like theta".
The San Antonio NewsExpress authorized the use of
the photo for publication in the
Ledger & Times. DIM said the
family should have any news
concerning his whereabouts and
activities while serving over-

seas.
"I'm just trying to get that
newspaper clipping to them
because I think they should be
proud," Durr said. "My mother
said she was just hoping that we
could find his wife or his mother, because she said that if she
had a loved one over there she
would want to have any news
about them or what they were
doing."
Tennessee Joint Military
Command officials in Nashville
declined to provide any inforconcerning
mation
Montgomery's family, his unit,
activities, or location in accordance with military policy.

United States Army for two years. He then
resumed his education at the University a
Mrs. Jewel Williams Cook, Springfield, Tenn., mother of Mrs.
Kansas, graduating in 1959 with a bachelor's
Mary Carolyn Fuhrmann of Murray, Ky., died Thursday, Dec. 1,
degree in business. He worked for Shell Ou
2005.
Company, St. Louis, Mo., for four years and in
She was a member of Springfield Baptist Church and the
Louisville, Ky., for 12 years.
Philathea Sunday School Class.
In 1976 he moved his family back to Lincoln
Her husband, Bascom Cook; one sister, Mrs. Marie Ragland; and
Rousch Abstract Company, operating it as Crawford
acquired
and
one brother, Thomas Williams, all preceded her in death.
until his retirement
Abstract and Real Estate Company for 23 years
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Carolyn Fuhrmann
1999.
31,
Dec.
and hasband, Dr. Joseph, Mumty, and Mrs. Suzanne Elizabeth
City Courieil. and
Mr. Crawford served one term on the Eincoln
Glover and husband, Burton, Springfield, Tenn.; sister-in-law, Mrs.
elders of Lincoln
of
board
the
on
term
one term as a deacon and one
Betty Wiliams, Nashville, Tenn.; five grandchildren, Maria Kristen
Church. For the past 13 years he has been a member of
Presbyterian
Fuhrmann, Memphis, Tenn., Dr. Christopher Joseph Fuhrmann,
Lincoln Community Church.
Denton, Texas, Capt. Burton Cook Glover, Clarksville. Tenn., Dr.
One sister, Jean Calhoun, and one granddaughter, Rose Morgan,
Suzanne
and
N.C.,
Salem,
Winston
Glover,
Bryan
William
was
both preceded him in death. Born May 31, 1935, in Lincoln, he
Elizabeth Glover, Memphis, Tenn.; two great-grandchildren, lsra
second child of the late Robert H. Crawford and Frances B.
the
Erin Fuhrmann and Elise Fuhrmann.
Holman Crawford.
The funeral was held today (Saturday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Betty Ann Lewick Crawford, to
Austin and Bell Funeral Home, Springfield. Dr. David Leavell and
whom he was married June 10, 1956,in Lincoln; one daughter, Mrs.
Bro. Martin Babb officiated.
Susan Morgan, Murray, Ky.; one son, Jay Crawford, Parkville, Mo.;
Pallbearers were Bobby Dean Bagby, Ted Stubblefield, Bryan
grandsons. Christopher and Nicholas Crawford, Parkville. and
three
Glover, Christopher Fuhrmann, Joe Fuhrmann and Burton Glover.
Sam Morgan. Murray.
Burial was in the Robertson County Memorial Gardens.

Mrs. Jewel Williams Cook

Mrs. Myrtle Eva Manning Byrd, 90, Snow Road, Murray, died
Friday, Dec. 2, 2005, at 12:45 p.m. at her home.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Kenneth B. Newsome
The funeral for Kenneth B. Newsome will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Richard Guill will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Arlie Willoughby, Mark Rogers, William
Spark Jr., Kim Reeves, Gene Pritchard and Kendall Cappelletti.
Burial will follow in the Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Saturday).
Expressions-of sympathy may be made to the American Diabetes
Association, 2207 E. Morgan Ave., Suite H, Evansville, Ind., 47711.
Mr. Newsome, 69, Bazzell Cemetery Road, Murray, died
Thursday. Dec. 1, 2005, at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He had retired from the United States Navy
after 21 years as an - A.B.E.C. and from the
.
Murray State University grounds department.
He was a member of Cuba Church of Christ.
One brother, Wayne Newsome, preceded him
in death. Born July 8, 1936, in Graves County,
i'
he was the son of the late John Newsome and
Shirley Green Newsome.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Peggy Newsome; two daughters, Ms. Jan Newsome, Mayfield, and Mrs. Lori Rogers and husband, Mark, Farmington; one grandchild, Brittiany Adams,
Farmington; one sister, Mrs. Judith Willoughby and husband, Arlie,
Caneyville; one brother, Brady Vaughn Newsome and wife. Reta,
Bonne Terre. Mo.

Public invited to Red
Cross annual meeting
The Calloway County Chapter of. the American Red Cross
invites the public to its annual meeting to be held at the Murray
State University Curbs Center Barkley Room on Monday,
December 5 at 6 p.m.
All Red Cross stakeholders including, but not limited to,
.Health & Safety and Aquatics participants, blood donors, financial donors, military service members, disaster relief recipients,
volunteers, and staff member are all invited to attend. Agenda
items will include recognition of outgoing board members, election of new members, review of Fiscal Year 2005 services in
Calloway County, and recognition of all volunteers. ,
For more information, contact the Calloway County Chapter
at 753-1421 or email callowayredcross@murray-ky.net

Town Crier

Forecast

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Preschool.
Agenda items include a public
forum to present and discuss
the health and wellness policy,
the 2004-05 district report
card, and a request concerning the Crossfield subdivision
petition.
IN To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Tonight will be mostly
cloudy with lows in the' mid30s
and a 20% chance of rain.
Sunday will be mostly cloudy
with highs around 40.
Saturday night will be in' the
upper 20s with a chance of light
ifter rri

To subscribe,
call 153-1916.

Jim R. Crawford
A memorial service for Jim R. Crawford was today (Saturday) at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Hall Funeral Home, 1 1 1 East Elm St.,
Lincoln, Kan. A private family burial service will be held.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Lincoln County
Historical Society.
Mr. Crawford, 70, Lincoln, died Tuesday, Nov. 29, 2005. at a
hospital in Salina, Kan.
A 1953 graduate of Lincoln High School, he attended Emporia
State Teachers College from 1953 to 1955 before serving in the

A graveside service for Virgil Reding was Friday at 3 p.m. at Oak
Grove Cemetery, Cross Roads, Texas.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, was in charge of local arrangements.
Mr. Reding. 71, Mayfield. died Monday. Nov. 28, 2005, at 1:17
a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A retired truck driver, he was of Church of Christ faith.
Preceding him in death were two brothers, Jimmy Reding and
Dwight Reding. He was the son of the late Jim Elwood Reding and
Gladys Shugart Reding.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Janice Puckett, Holtom.
Texas, and Mrs. Rhonda Walls, Burleson, Texas; three sons, Jim
Walls, Jacksonville, Ha., Mark Reding, Van. Texas, and Steven
Reding, Fort Worth, Texas; one sister. Mrs. Charlene Mahonney,
Mendon, Nev.; two brothers, Nolan Reding, Wingo, and Dewayne
Reding, Napa, Calif.; nine grandchildren; four great-grandchildren,
several nieces, nephews, great-nieces and great-nephews.

Gerald Reginald Rogers

Gerald Reginald Rogers, 74. Paducah, died Friday, Dec. 2, 2005,
at 7:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
He was a member of Immanuel Baptist
Church, a mason, a retired locomotive foreman
for the ICG Railroad and the P&L Railroad. A
U.S. Army corporal, he served in the Korean
conflict.
He was the son of the late James Justice
Rogers and Blanche B. Sullenger Rogers.
Survivors include his wife, Elaine Perkins Rogers; one daughter.
Melinda Kay Rogers Keown and husband, Michael. Henderson;
one son, Anthony Brent Rogers, Hendersonville. Tenn.; four brothers, Keith Rogers, Owensboro, Harold Rogers, Fredonia, Don
Rogers, Murray, and Larry Rogers, Hendersonville; four grandchildren, Brandi Grimes and husband, Corey. Nathaniel Rogers, Nick
Keown, Jacob Keown; one greatgrandchild, Briley Gramse.
The funeral will be at 2 p.m. Sunday at Milner & On Funeral
Home of Lone Oak. The Rev. Jamie Broome will officiate. Burial
will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Saturday) at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Baptist
Church, 3465 Buckner Lane. Paducah, Ky., 42001.

W.Va. court says mass trial
•Clinton ...
can be held for tobacco cases From Front
CHARLESTON. W.Va.(AP)
— The state Supreme Court
ruled Friday that a mass trial can
be held on more than 1,000 complaints against five tobacco
companies and a public relations
firm.
But the court said its decision
was not a judgment on whether
such a trial is the best way to
handle the cases.
The unanimous unsigned ruling answered a certified question on whether a 2003 U.S.
Supreme Court ruling prevented
Ohio County Circuit Judge
Arthur Recht from holding a
mass trial in two phases, as had
been under development since
2000.
The defendants in the case
are Brown & Williamson
Lorillard
Corp.,
Tobacco
Tobacco Co., Philip Morris USA
Inc., R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
British American Tobacco
Investments Ltd. and public
relations firm Hill and Knowlton
Inc.
About 1,100 smokers claim
the defendants were involved in
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Virgil Reding

Mrs. Myrtle Eva Manning Byrd

New Senior Pricing
Monday — Saturday
$599
includes drink
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State Democratic Chairman
a process of "fraudulent concealment" beginning in the Jerry Lundergan said the event
1950s to entice people to smoke. would re-energize a once-domiTheir allegations included that nant party that has glumly
the companies marketed smok- watched as Republicans hold
ing to youths, made misrepre- the governor's mansion, all but
sentations about "light" ciga- one congressional seat and the
rettes and manipulated nicotine state Senate.
Clinton, who voted to give
levels in certain brands.
Under Recht's plan, the first Bush the authority to go to war
phase of a trial would determine in Iraq, honed in on the presiwhether the companies are liable dent's handling of the war for
and to develop a formula for some of her sharpest criticism.
"The time has come for the
punitive damages. The second
would decide compensatory and administration to stop serving
punitive damages for each plain- up platitudes and present a plan
tiff based on the multiplier.
for finishing this war with sucRecht abandoned the plan cess and honor," he said. "I
after the U.S. Supreme Court, in reject a rigid timetable that the
State Farm Mutual Automobile terrrorists can exploit, and I
Insurance vs. Campbell. recom- reject an open timetable that has
mended state eourts limit the no ending attached to it.
"Instead. I think we need a
ratio of punitive-to-actual-damplan for winning and concluding
ages to 9-to-1.
The tobacco companies this war, and the president can
argued that a mask trial would begin by taking responsibilities
violate the 2003 ruling because for the false assurances, faulty
evidence of prior bad conduct evidence and mismanagement
used to establish the multiplier of this war."
Clinton said that Bush "must
mast apply to actions against
set reasonable goals to finish
individual plaintiffs.
The state Supreme Court said what we started and suc,aessfulit found nothing in the U.S. ly turn over Iraqi security to
Supreme Court's ruling .that Iraqis." She also called on Bush
would preclude dividing the trial and Vice President Dick Cheney
"to stop impugning the patriotinto two phases.
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of Murray
Phillip Klepper, M.D.
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Valid only at Ryan's in Murray'

ism of their critics."
Clinton took a swipe at
Bush's fiscal policy, which she
blamed for massive budget
deficits. She said the president
has failed to offer remedies for
troubled education and health
care systems and has failed to
pursue policies to lessen the
country's oil dependence.
From a distance. Republicans
seemed as gleeful about
Clinton's visit, and were eager
to lump Kentucky Democrats
with the New York senator.
Clinton is running for re-election next year and is considered
a possible presidential candidate
in 2008.
"Our Kentucky voters simply
can't identify with a liberal New
York senator," said state
Republican Chairman Darrell
Brock. "She's for bigger gov- emment, higher taxes, more regulation —just the things that we
just don't stand for."
Several top Democrats
attended the fundraiser —
Attorney General Greg Stumbo,
state Treasurer Jonathan Miller,
House' Speaker Jody Richards
and House Majority Leader
Rocky Adkins.
Other big-name Democrats
were no-shows. U.S. Rep. Ben
Chandler and State Auditor Crit
Luallen had prior commitments.
University of Virginia political scientist Larry Sabato said
Clinton's foray into states like
Kentucky that went solidly for
President Bush in 2004 offers a
chance to boost her stock as a
potential presidential candidate.
Still. Kentucky would likely
be "one of the last states she
would carry" in a presidential
election, he said. "A Hillary
Clinton nomination will mean
that the top of the ticket is once
again a burden to down-ballot,
red-state Democrats," he said.
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Santa's court square house ready for kids, wish lists
Did youknow... Santa Claus
Dec. 17, 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.; Dec. IS, 1 is corning to Murray's downtown?:The 4 p.m.; Dec. 23, I - 4 pin.; Dec. 24,
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
'Main Street volIII "Shop Home for the Holidays",
unteers have
readied his house court square, alley, historic post office,
Tdday,9 a.nr.- - 5 p.m.
on the court
•Hazel Antique Dealer's Open
square and organHouse, downtown Hazel,. Today, 10
ized a schedule
for visits. Be sure am. -5 p.m.
1111 Murray Independent Filmmaker
to visit him with
Association hosts 6th annual Student
your wish list on
Film Festival, Tonight, Curris Center
the designated
dates frenn today- --- Theater,doors open at 63Qp.rnfilff4
at 7 p.m., open to public, free admisChamber until Christmas
sion.
eve.
Chat
•Levi Bolton by Robert Allen,
By Lisa
Actor's Studio Theatre, Wilson Hall,
Coming
Up
Satterwhite
Dec. 8,9. 10, 7 p.m.
Around Town
Assistant
IN Murray Art Guild Open House &
II Santa Hours: Reception, 103 North 6th St., Dec. 4, 2
Director
Murray/Calloway Today, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m., exhibit open through Dec. 16.
County Chamber noon and 1 - 3
▪ Medicare Part D Pharmacy
p.m., Dec. 10,
of Commerce
Seminar, Center for Health &
noon - 3 p.m.;

Wellness, Dec. 6,9:30 10:30 a.m.,
Sdubtrnas in the Kirk A
register at 762-1348.
Festival of Lights. through Dec 2ti, 6 9 p in.. Needline lonat ions accepted.
•It's A Wonderful Life, Playhouse
in the Park, Dec. 8 - 18, 759-2199 for
tickets
Highlights from the Commerce
II Hanging of the Green, Curris
Center
include
Center, MSU,Dec. 8,5 p.m.
s In conjunction with the .Padueah
•Breakfast with Santa, Murray
Area and Murray-Calloway County
Woman's Club, Dec. 10.9:30 - 11:30
Chambers of Commerce, Whaler's
a.m.
Catch Restaurant and WKMS,The
•AQHA Horse Show, MSU Expo.
Yeisff An Center, at 200 Broadway in
Dec. 10- II.
Paducah. is pleased to host work by
•_Kappa Tour of Homes,four local
-die-faculty -Isoin_the.Department utArt_
homes featured. Dec. II. 1 -4 p.m., '
at Murray State University. A grand
753-5023.
opening reception and Paducah II Christmas EveLut the Thii
Murray Holiday Business Mixer,"A
Homeplace, LBL,Dec. 17.
Festivus for the Rest of Us". is
IS Murray State Commencement.
planned for.Thursday, Dec. 15 from 5
RSEC, Dec. 17.
- 7 p.m. Exhibit dates are Dec. 3. 2005
II A Story of Christmas/'Tis the
through Jan. 7. 2006. This is open to
Season, Golden Pond Planetarium,
all Chamber members.
LBL, through Dec. IS, l-800-LBL•The new 2006 phone hooks are
7077 or www.lbl.org for more info.
now available at the Commerce

•
LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber Photo
South Center on Hwy. 641 South is completed
—Thd
ar ,
open for business rentals. Owned
by the Dinh family, South Center is an anew facility with a great location and varying
sized space availability. Contact 753-1252 or 753-0606 for more information.

Greenspan warns possible 'painful
adjustments' for global economy
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan
expressed
concerns
Friday that
America's
failure
to
deal with its
exploding
budget defict
and worldGreenspan wide efforts
to erect trade
barriers could disrupt the global
economy.
Speaking at an economic
in
London,
conference
Greenspan said so far the United
States has had no problem
financing its current account
trade deficit, which last year hit
billion, because of
a record
the flexibility of the American
economy.
But he said such flexibility
would be threatened by rising
protectionism, which would
increase barriers to the flow of
goods and investments across
the U.S. border. He also worried
about the 'harm that could be
done if the United States and
other nations do not get their
budget deficits under control.
"If ... the pernicious drift
toward fiscal instability in the
United States and elsewhere is
not arrested and is compounded
by a protectionist reversal of
globalization, the adjustment
process could be quite painful

$66g

for the world economy,"
Greenspan said in his prepared
remarks, which were released in
Washington.
The London speech represented the second warning
Greenspan delivered Friday on
the threats posed by rising budget deficits. In an earlier speech,
he had said that there could be
severe consequences for the
U.S. economy if policy-makers
do not attack a federal budget
deficit that is projected to soar
with baby boomer retirements.
In that taped speech to a conference
in
Philadelphia.
Gneenspari said that Congress
would likely have to make "significant adjustments" in reducing benefits for future retirees.
He said it appears the country
has promised more than it can
afford to deliver in Social
Security
and
especially
Medicare payments, given that
health care costs have been
exploding.
Greenspan, who will step
down as Fed chairman after 18
1/2 years on Jan. 31, used both
of the Friday speeches to return
to themes he has been emphasizing over the past two years. He
said that the looming retirement
of 78 million baby boomers will
put severe strains on the country's finances and without
changes could disrupt the economy by driving up interest rates
from the increased borrowing.
And he said that the nation's
huge trade deficits can be
financed as long as the coimtry

does not jeopardize the flexibility of the U.S. economy in such
ways as increasing protectionist
barriers.
"If the currently disturbing
drift toward- protectionism is
contained and markets remain
sufficiently
flexible,"
Greenspan said, then a rise in
Americans' savings rates and
other adjustments needed to
reduce the U.S. trade deficit
should proceed without problems.
Greenspan was in London to
attend his final meeting of
finance ministers and central
bank president of the world's
seven largest economies. In
addition to their normal discussions of the global economy, the
Group of Seven finance officials
were going to honor Greenspan
with a retirement party during
the meetings.
In the Philadelphia speech.
which had been taped earlier.
Greenspan -urged Congress to
act quickly so that the baby
boomers will have time to adjust
to potential benefit cuts. He did
not outline what benefit /kits
should be considered hut in the
past he has endorsed proposals
like raising the age retirees can
draw full Social Security benefits.

Center. Stop by dunng regular husi
mess hours for your tree copy whik
supplies last

.

Welcome New Chamber
Members
Mi Promotions Plus d.b.a Murray
Yslarketpl ACC, 270-227-1419,
inurray marketplace.ne
t (note e-mail correction).

Upcoming

bs. Caning:

Twin Likes &h.& Prim. .
Systems, 516 4in St.. Dec i
p.m (new business partnership,

30.7.

For more information on hectiming
a member of the Murray-Cal/at'.a'.
County Chamber of Commerce or
hosting a Chamber event comae: Tab
Brockman or Lisa Satteris-hiar at 753.517/.

LISA SATTERWtilTEChambef Photo

Lulu's Home Trends at 103 S. 3rd Street offers unique decor items and a beautiful furniture gallery. Located in downtown Murray and owned by Laurie Rollins. Lulu's welcomes all customers in to see their new look, merchandise and gift items. Call their
designers at 753-3621.

Customer Service Award

Photo Prov•ded

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury. INc.. recently received the Ford Motor Company
Customer Service Award in recognition of its outstanding customer satisfaction
rating and its service department performance. Presenting the award from the
Ford Motor Company's Memphis, Tenn.. office is Pat Doyle, district manager (third
from right). Also pictured (from left) are Jim Gilson. Lori Williams. Jennifer
Outland, Eric Derby, Doyle, Jim Morris and David Parker.
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Before you renew your current insurance policies.
give State Auto a call and check out our compeunse rates
We offer supenor coverage on Home and Automobile
insurance Plus, you can benefit from superior service and
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Great Location, Quiet and Convenient, Beautiful
Lot! Large living room and a dining room big
enough for the whole family. Unbelievable
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Out of Many,
Many?
which approximately 7 million
President Bush has rediscovare workers. In 2002, it was
ered illegal immigration as a.
estimated that households headpolitical issue. After previously
ed by illegal aliens used $10 bilall
g"
"welcomin
on
focusing
lion more in government servicwho come to America by whates than they paid in taxes. They
ever means, the president spent
cost California taxpayers $103
moutof Ms
billion in education, maracal
recent speech
and other expenses..
in Tucson,
There is another dimension
Ariz., soundto illegal and even legal iriuniing like Rep.
gration the president did not
Tom
mention. We have failed to
Tancredo,
Americans out of many of
make
Colorado
them. This is part of a larger
Republican.
cultural problem that tells immiwho has been
grants they should hyphenate
the most
their heritage with "American,"
vocal propo's
Cal
retaining their language, tradiof
sealnent
tions and even loyalty to the
ing U.S. borThoughts
ders to illegal By Cal Thomas country from which they originated.
aliens.
Syndicated
-The CIS sponsored a forum
Ninety perWashington recently titled
in
the
of
cent
"Dual Allegiance: A Challenge
speech was
to Immigration Reform and
about the
president's new "get tough" pol- Patriotic Assimilation." John
Fonte, senior fellow, and direcicy. The rest focused on his
tor of the Center for American
which
program,
"guest worker"
is amnesty by whatever name he Common Culture at the Hudson
calls it. He says he wants to end Institute in Washington. D.C.,
Sure enough, as expected, we again
noted that previously when
the government's "catch and
found a neglected dimension for our annual
immigrants became American
release" policy in which nonMexican illegals are apprehend- citizens they took a solemn oath reading of Charles
Dickens's A Christmas
to "absolutely and entirely
ed, detained and then released,
but that there aren't enough beds renounce" all previous political Carol. Over the past 15
years we found topics
allegiances. They transferred
in detention centers to hold all
their loyalty from the "old coun- such'is gruel, fabrics,
of those apprehended. By some
colors, light and darktry" to the United States. Too
estimates, sufficient housing
ness, fire, ghosts, greetmany, he says, maintain dual
won't be available for at least
allegiances in violation of the
ings and toasts, money,
six,rrs.
oath.
religion, and children and
ere are many "sounds
Immigrants need to be trans- child-likeness. This year,
good" proposals in the presiformed into full Americans, not our focus is the question
dent's speech and his remarks
of whether or not Scrooge'
might have more credibility had only by their citizenship, but
also by their language (English). had a sense of humor.
they come immediatell‘after
by their allegiance, voting
Certainly the opening
9/11. An unknown number of
By Larry
habits (for American candidates description of Ebenezer
borders
our
crossing
people
McGehee
the
in
candidates
for
not
and
not:
did
he
building
in
indicate
would
have no interest
Syndicated
nations from which they emi"Oh! But he was a tighthomes; they wish only to
attitude.
their
by
Columnist
and
grated)
destroy America's "home."
fisted hand at the grindThis was the profile of earlier
According to the Center for
stone, Scrooge! A squeezimmigrants, who wanted to
Immigration Studies (CIS), of
ing, wrenching. grasping,
come to America to become
the 94 foreign-born terrorists
clutching, covetous old sinner! Hard as
Americans.
who operated,in the United
flint, from which no steel had ever struck
In recent years, certain elites out generous fire; secret, and self-con'
States between the early 1990s
have taken the view that there is tained, and solitary as an oyster. The cold
and 2004 about two-thirds(59)
something better about other
committed immigration fraud
within him froze his old features, nipped his
countries. In this view, immiprior to or in conjunction with
pointed nose, shriveled his cheek,
grants should keep their alletaking part in terrorist activity.
stiffened his gait; made his
and
heritage
cultural
Of the 59 terrorists who violated giance and
eyes red, his thin lips blue;
the law, many committed multi- not assimilate. This is a strategy and spoke out shrewdly in
for the death of any culture.
ple immigration violations. In
his grating voice. A frosty
47 instances, immigration bene- While a nation cannot exist
rime was on his head, and on
in
free,"
half
and
slave
"half
fits sought or acquired prior to
eyebrows, and his wiry
Abraham Lincoln's words, nei- .his
9/11 enabled the terrorists to
He carried his own
chin.
is
that
ther can it exist in a state
stay in the United States after
low temperature always
.
subdivided
culturally
terrorist
their
continue
and
9/11
about with him; he iced his
John Fonte believes
activities. In at least two office in the dog-days;-and didn't
"Congress
rg),
(www.cis.o
instances, terrorists were still
thaw it one degree at Christmas." In
undisputed
its
should exercise
able to acquire immigration
who was allauthority in this arena and pro- short, Scrooge is a man
benefits after 9/1 1.
business, empty of humor, compassion,
in
voting
(e.g.,
acts
certain
hibit
ged
acknowled
The president
and emotions.
a foreign election) that indicate and other estimable virtues
that, "securing our border is
To edge his
liked.
he
thing
very
the
was
"It
of
purpose
The
allegiance.
dual
essential to securing the homelife,
of
paths
crowded
the
along
way
to
be
not
,such legislation would
land." Absent from the speech
warning all human sympathy to keep
were proposals to sanction busi- punish people who have acted
in good faith in the past, but to its distance...."
nesses that knowingly hire illeAnd yet. And yet... there was
establish clear rules for the
gals. As long as there is a
eit sarcasm, irony, a
humor—alb
discourage
to
order
in
future
demand for cheap labor and
relish of imagery and words —
and restrict dual allegiance."
insufficient disincentives, they
Along with a much stronger in his miserable existence.
will continue to come. It is why
When his nephew appears
workable border control
and
minihad
has
t
the governmen
ladling out Christmas cheer,
policy and penalties for busimal success curtailing illegal
nesses that knowingly hire ille- Scrooge delights in his own
drug shipments. Demand progals, attention to fully assimilat- response; "Bah! Humbug!" would
duces supply.
ing the non-native-born popula- be much funnier to Scrooge than a
According to the Pew
tion would go far,to fulfilling
mere,"Ridiculous," or "You are
Hispanic Center and the Center
our national motto: E Pluribus
wrong." In the office chill,
for Immigration Studies, there
Unum- out of many, one.
Scrooge must have warmed
are nearly 11 million illegal
himself with his clever
aliens in the United States, of
phrasing: "If I could work
my will, every idiot who

Scrooge as comedian
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much in the habit of cracking jokes,"
goes about with 'Merry Christmas' on his
Dickens tells us, but Scrooge is at his funnipudown
lips, should be boiled with his
when he thinks Marley is only a figment
est
ding, and buried with a stake of holly
of his own imagination. Scrooge thinks
through his heart." Afterhis nephew's
Marley might be "an undigested bit of beef.
stirring defense of celebrating, Scrooge
blot of mustard, a crumb of cheese, a
a
wittiness:
his
fires a cynical retort, sure of
of an underdone potato. "There's
fragment
"You're quite a powerful speaker, sir. I
more of gravy than of grave about you,
wonder you don't go into Parliament."
whatever you are!" he pites. "You see this
The nephew leaves, but pauses to wish
... Well! I have but to swallow
toothpick?-.
mutScrooge
Bob Cratchit a good holiday.
for the rest of my days persebe
and
this,
ters, "There's another fellow, my clerk, with
cuted by a legion of goblins, all of my own
fifteen shillings a-week,and a wife and
creation. Humbug, I tell you—humbug!"
family, talking about a merry Christmas.
Marley cries-out, Scrooge quickly
'When
"I'll retire to Bedlam."
loses his humor, managing only a feeble
Fired up by his-own humor—invisible
parry to Mariey's announcement of the
though it was to anyone else—Scrooge
Spirits: "Couldn't I take 'em all at'
three
donaseeking
n
businessme
two
receives the
and have it over, Jacob?"
once,
occathe
to
tions for the poor. Scrooge rises
When Scrooge asks the Ghost of
sion with sarcasm: "Are there no prisons?
Christmas Past what brings him there, the
.... And the Union workhouses? Are they
spirit answers,"Your welfare." Scrooge
the
and
Treadmill
....The
still in operation?
thinks "a night of unbroken rest would have
I
then?"....
Poor Law are in full vigour,
been more conducive to that." That trek is
help to support the establishments I have
one filled with laughWr and tears as one
mentioned: they cost enough: and those
encounter after another with his former self
who are badly off must go there.... If they
occurs.
and
it,
do
would rather die, they had better
The Ghost of Christmas Past appears in
decrease the surplus population."
a room filled with food, and whisks
Scrooge has a flippant answer to everyScrooge to a town teeming with food.
thing; to him flippancy is humor. When
Scrooge tries a jt of irony. accusing the
only
is
Cratchit says that the paid holiday
one day a year, Scrooge retorts,"A poor spirit of wanting "to cramp these people's
opportunities of innocent enjoyment" by
excuse for picking a man's
depriving them of their means of dining
pocket every twenty-fifth
well on their only free day, Sunday(when
of December!"
shops and eating places are closed for reliHis humor
comes out more gious reasons). More visits follow, many of
clearly, how- them happy ones, but several of them sad.
Ghost of
ever, when The mood growt'uomber. With
Christmas Yet to Come, what little humor
he is at
Scrooge displayed earlier disappears altolast at
gether.
home, now
When Scrooge awakens on Christmas
the private
morn, the most obvious evidence of his
man rather than
the public miser. redemption is his suddenly-blossomed
sense.Of'humor, am as light as a feather, I
Marley makes
am as happy as an angel, I am as merry as a
his ghastly
school-boy. I am as giddy as a drunken
appearance,
man. ...Ha ha ha!" Dickens says,"really
bui Scrooge
for a man who had been out of practice for
discounts
so many years, it was a splendid laugh, a
his old
most illustrious laugh. The father of a long,
partner
long line of brilliant laughs!"
with humor.(Perhaps
Next day, when Cratchit is late. Scrooge
they had found
indulges in one more sally, letting poor Bob
pleasure in each
think he is being sacked, but getting a raise
other's Company
instead. When people laughed at the new
and in laughing
Scrooge,"his own heart laughed: and that
and sneering at
Was quite enough for hitii." And in the
mankind when
end, when we finish the reading. we laugh
Marley was
with him, too.
alive.) .
'Scrooge was not
•••

Disabled vets face a new war
l'was in Washington
Wednesday and while there I
visited Walter Reed Army
Medical Center and spoke with
a number of
amputees disabled while
defending us
in Iraq.
I was fascinated by
the attitude
of these
brave men
and women
Making who have
sacrificed so
Sense
much in our
By Michael
Their
behalf.
Reagan
outlook pn
Syndicated
life is upliftColumnist
ing. You sec
nobody with
tears in their eyes. Every single
one of them has a positive attitude that is absolutely inspiring.
One young man to whom I
spoke had just been accepted
for admission to a university in
Washington, D.C. where he
plans to stu* international
business. The fact that he lost
an arm in Iraq has not deterred
him one little bit. He has his
eyes on then future.
I saw so many men and

women missing arms and legs;
and every one of them had positive outlooks, largely thanks to
the way they are being cared for
and nurtured at Walter Reed. I
was also deeply impressed by
how the Department of Veterans
Affairs is working with them
and contributing to the positive
attitude the vets display.
I was deeply impressed by
those who despite their disability expressed a desire to go back
and serve with their comrades
still fighting in Iraq. And I
spoke to one young man who is
struggling to get well enough so
he'll be able to be there to greet
his unit when it comes home
from Iraq. These are men and
women who make you proud to
be part of a nation that produces
such magnificent people.
I couldn't help thinking
about all the things being done
at Walter Reed for these heroes
who deserve all that a grateful
nation can do for them - things
that are just phenomenal and
have never before been done for
disabled veterans of past wars.
Thanks to incredible
advances in technology, many
seriously disabled veterans are
being brought hack into the

mainstream of life where they
can do just about everything
they could do before losing
limbs. Many are overcomingdisabilities that would depress
most of us were we to suffer
from, yet they refuse to give up
the struggle to live as near-normal lives as possible.
A couple of Weeks ago my
wife Colleen ran in the New
York Marathon. Participating in'
that marathon in wheelchair,
events where a lot of amputees.
I watched all of them cross the
finish line while I waited for
Colleen to finish, and I met two
of those I had seen in the
marathon during my visit to
her Reed.
I can't help recalling the
post-World War II movie "The
Best Years of Our Lives,"
where the question was posed
as to.how those disabled on the
battlefield would be treated on
their return to civilian life and
how they would cope with their
disabilities. In those days, prosthesis - the creation of artificial
arms and legs - was only in its
infancy and although the artificial limbs were useful, they left
a lot to be desired when it came
to performing the most rudimentary tasks.

As a result, in those days, the
transition to civilian life for the
disabled was-difficult and I •
hope "and praysthatthis won't be
the case with Iraq war veterans.
I hope that we.in normal society
will be able to be as positive in
our outlook concerning them as
they are about themselves. After
all, with We marvels of technology, most of these heroic men
and women will be able to do
just abouteeverything the nondisabled can dO.
It is incumbent upon every
one of us to look upon these
veterans with the respect they
have earned by their service-To
the nation and tAe losses they
suffered to safeguard our freedoms. We.must treat them as
fellow human beings who made
great,sacrifices for us - and-not
simply as amputees, noPas people with a disability - and consider what they.cin contribete
to society whether it be in the
workplace, or in homes as husbands or wives, or wherever it
might be. They need and want
our respect, not our pity.
Winning that respect might be
the biggest war they face, and it
is up to us to see they win it.
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COMMUNITY
Need Line needs more items
for Christmas food baskets

Jo's
Datebook
Hy Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Items Made For Need Lin

Need Line of Murray and Calloway
County needs more items for the Christmasliood baskets to be given to clients on
Dec. 17.
Items needed include sweet potatoes,stuffing inix, cranberry sauce, chicken broth,
brown and serve dinner rolls, and fruit.
Persons may bring their donations to
the Need Lin ofqce at 607 Poplar St.,
Suite A, in the Weeks Community Center,
Murray. Hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Ceramics Club plans sale

, Ceramics Club of Murray State University will have a sale of items made by the
•:eriunic students on Monday and Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 4,
p.m, in the Rocking Chair Lounge of Curris Center at MSU.
Funds from the sale will help with students to attend the
national meeting in Portland. Ore., in the spring.

Four Rivers Group will meet
Four Rivers Music Fnends are scheduled to meet Sunday
.it 2 p.m. in, the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is
open to all musicians and listeners. For more information call
Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Girl Scout training Monday
Girl Scout Cookie Training for Girl Scout leaders and Cookie chairs will be Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray School
Board Office on South 13th Street. For information call Terry
Olson at 759-3881.
nt

Masonic lodge will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall.

Miirray State University Horticulture Department has poinsettias for sale. For more information call 767-0467.

HospitalNenus

Agriculture Council on Monday
Calloway County Agriculture Development Council will meet
Monday at 7 p.m. at the County Extension Office. The purpose is to discuss the ongoing agriculture programs in the
county'as well as planning of programs that will be available
to the county farmers in 2006.

Fire Protection District will meet
Caliossay County Fire Protection Distnct will meet Monday
at 6 p.m. at the No. I fire station of Calloway County-Fire
Rescue on East Sycamore Street otT South Fourth Street, Murray.

Dexter Clothes Closet open Monday
The Clothes Closet will be open on the first and third Mondays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church. For
information call Linda Young, coordinator. at 437-4890.

Retired teachers will meet
Of
•.
t of

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association wilj have its
annual Christmas luncheon at the Murray Woman's Club House
on Monday at 11:30 a.m. The chorus of Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will present the program. Reservations are requested.

Woman's Club plans event
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Murray Woman's Club invites the public to attend the Holiday Open House on Sunday at 2 p.m. at the club house, 704
Vine St. Featured will be music by the choirs of Calloway
County and Murray High Schools and the chorus of the Music
Department of the MWC. There is no charge and the public
is invited. Refreshments will be served.

Book signing scheduled
Murray State University Bookstore announces a book signing for "Homer Realized" by Martha Battle on Wednesday
from noon to 2:30 p.m. in the alcove at the bookstore entrance
at the Curtis Center. University courtesy parking 'permits can
be picked up' at the public safety office on North 16th Street.

Shower planned on Sunday
A household shower for Gerald and Carolyn Alexander who
lost their home by fire will be Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. All persons are invited.
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Canton Heritage Council
discovers Indian community

Poinsettia sale planned

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at the district office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

in

Photo provided
Members of T.O.P.S. (take off poutnds sensibly) Club
made items to donate to Need Line for the Christmas
baskets for families. These were made in the annex of
Calloway Public Library following their Thursday meeting at 5:30 p.m. Pictured (from left) standing, Marge
Andrews, Nita Alas, Betty Jerge, Marie Higgins, seated,
Lou Ann McCallon and Jean Bailey. Not pictured is
Katana Darnell.

CANTON, Ky. - The newly
established Canton Heritage
Council, located in far western Kentucky has, with the
assistance of the State of Kentucky and Murray State University, discovered an estimated 1,500 year old Miss**.
an Indian community here
this small community on the
banks of Lake Barkley (previously the Cumberland River)
in Trigg County.
According to CHC President Nathan Eckstein, this small
group of concerned Canton citizens has been actively
researching a five square mile
area, in order to preserve its
meaningful history before the
final decisions are made regarding the widening of U.S. Highway 68 through Trigg County. With the assistance of numerous experts including Dr. David
Pollack, Kentucky Heritage
Council Site Protection Program
administrator/director of the
Kentucky Archaeological Survey, Dr. Kit Wessler, professor of Archaeoiogy. Department of Geosciences, Murray
State University. and Alicestyne Adams, director of the
Underground Railroad Research
Institute located in Georgetown, it has been determined
that the historic city of Canton was not only a thriving community, before and after the
civil war, but traces its heritage to prehistoric time and
some of the earliest settlers in
North America.
More than 150 years ago.
Canton served as one of the
largest river ports on the Cumberland between Nashville and
Paducah. Back in 1836, Con-

Dexter-Almo meeting Monday

11
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Art Guild reception Sunday
• Murray Art Guild invites the community to its annual Members' Exhibit which opens with a reception on Sunday from 2
to 4 p.m. at the guild, located at 103 North Sixth St., downtown Murray. The exhibit will remain`on display through Dec.
16. For more information call '753-4059.

Student Film Festival planned
Murray Independent Filmmaker Association will host its
sixthAnnual Student Film Festival tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Murray Statc University Curris Center Theater. Drs will open
at -6:30 p.m. -Admission is free. For more information visit
http://wstiv•r.murrayfilms.net or e-mail john.gibson@gmail.com.

Alpha group distributing books
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be at
the club house from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday
to distribute the recently published book, "Family History."
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stantine Rafinesque wrote of
the site and included maps and
descriptions showing 10 Indian mounds within an enclosed
village. In 1996, the Kentucky
Heritage Council produced a
study conducted by a team of
professors and students from the
GILBERTSVILLE Ky. —
The cost is $3 for children
University of Illinois where
they. "sought to fill a gap in Kentucky Dam Village State 12 and younger and $4 for
_
the knowledge of Kentucky's Resort Park will celebrate its adults.
third
annual
"Breakfast
With
For
more
information,
conprehistoric heritage through
archaeological investigations at Santa" on Dec. 10 from 8 a.m. tact Mary Greer at 270-362e xt.
Or
2364
the Canton site (15Tr1); a lit- to 10 a.m. in the resort's din- 4271
mary a.greet@ ky.gov.
tle known Mississippian cen- ing room.
Everyone is invited to eat
The park is located at
ter on the Cumberland River
in Trigg County, Kentucky." breakfast, get their picture taken Gilbertsvifle. 20 miles southThis study made note of the with Santa, and decorate their east of Paducah off 1-24.
Rafinesque report and his maps own Christmas treat.
describing the locations of
mounds, palisade and a possible borrow pit.
ECkstein said that a meeting was conducted on NovemThe newly formed Univer- dent singers and the audience
ber 10, and included the above
named archaeologists as well sity Children's Chorus will have a wide variety of excellent
as Trigg County government its first concert on Monday at music for children's voices.
officials, landowners, legal 7 p.m. in the performing arts Some of it is traditional and
experts and concerned citizens. -hall on the second floor of the some of it is ethnic in oriAlthough all of the property old fine arts building at Mur- gin." said Dr. Bradley Almquist.
The ensemble is directed by
located in Canton. including that ray State University, located
where the Indian Mounds are near the intersection of 15th its founders. Dr. Almquist and
Dr. Pamela Wurgler. both MSU
situated, is now privately and Olive Streets.
The ensemble of children in music faculty members. The
owned, the CHC is hopeful
that these landowners will coop- grades 4-8 performs music by chorus meets Monday nights
erate with efforts to orches- premier composers of music on. the MSU campus.
trate an archaeological dig to for children's voices. Students
locate, perserve and protect also develop skills in singing.
musical
prehistoric Mississippian Indi- sight-reading and
an artifacts for future genera- expression.
The concert will feature three
tions.
1008 Chestnut St
The Canton Heritage Coun- songs from the British Isles,
NO CHECKS
three
traditional
Christmas
cil continues with its efforts
• ...
to research and save buildings songs and two multicultural
St-Q.41141ES BEFORE 6 P'.'
and property in this small area holiday songs.
"This program offers the stuON SAT & SUN ONO
on Lake Barkley. For more
information contact Eckstein at
Walk The Line
270-924-3367.

Area park holds celebration

University Children's Chorus
will have its debut concert

PG13- 1255- 3:40- 7:10- 9:45

"Heart Smart" is the program for the menus in the cafeteria of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian, said the menus are designed to
help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their diets.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, for the week of Dec.
5-11 have been released as follows:
Monday - chicken strips, savory beef stew, 'crumb topped
fish Met, 'new red potatoes, macaroni and cheese, 'broccoli
spears, fried okra. 'tomato Florentine soup.
Tuesday - 'stuffed peppers. 'chicken tamale pie. country
style steak, duchess potatoes, 'green bean-carrot blend, 'brussel sprouts, back-eyed peas, chicken and wild rice soup_
Wednesday - meat loaf, fried catfish with hush puppies.
'Canbbean spiced chicken, skillet fried potatoest 'seasoned
green beans, fried squash, 'turnip greens, broccoli and cheese
soup.
Thursday - roast beef, 'lemon pepper chicken, smoked
turkey on a bun, 'herbed rice pilaf, 'baby carrots, 'Italian green
beans. 'baked apples. mashed potatoes with gravy, 'vegetable
beef and barley soup.
Friday - BBO pork on bun, 'cabbage roll, fish filet sandwich, 'Francois blend vegetables. tator tots, 'broccoli spears,
cheesy potato casserole, 'chicken noodle soup.
Saturday - oven baked ham. 'breaded fishiilet. 'green peas
with pearl onions, 'steamed yellow squash, seasoned potato
wedges, soup of the day
Sunday - BBC)beef brisket. 'sour cream baked chicken. 'parslied
new potatoes. green bean casserole, 'cinnamon apples, soup
of the day.
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Aeon Flux
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Jarhead
R - 8:40
Chicken Little
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Harry Patter • Goblet ot Fire
PG13 - 12:50 - 3:50 6:50 -940
Yours, Mine & Ours
PG • 1:30- 3:30- 7:15 -9705
Derailed
R- 1:05 - 3:15 • 7:05 • 9:10
Just Friends
PG13• 1:15 - 3:10 • 7:30 • 9:25
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Ou: Lab has extended
dates to Dec 10th
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753-4703

BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray -Callow si County Senior Citizens are located at 607
Poplar St., Murray. Our phone number is 753-092.4 Lunch is
served daily at 11:30 a.m. for a suggested donation of $1.50.
We offer transportation ori a daily basis from 9 to 1210
p.m. If you live in tbe city limits and need a nde to our center, the doctor, grocery .store, bank or pharmacy. please call at
least one day - ahead of time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise morn is open Monday through Friday from 8
A.M. to 4:30 p.m. Those who are 60 and older are ins nett to
exercise at no cost, as well as take advantage ot beginning
computer classes we have to offer Contact the center for more
information.
and menus for the week of Dec. 5-9 have been
_ Activities
_
released as follows,
/Aoncley events include Armchair Aerobics at 810 or 910
am, Stride with Pride Walkers will leave at 10 am. Wise OM
Book Club at 12•30 p.m., Bingo at 12,30 p.m Beginning Line
Dancing at 1 -30 p.m. and Advanced Line Dancing at 2 p.m
Grilled hot dog, potato logs, cauliflower and cheese, bun, margarine and Little Debbie Cookie will be on the lunch menu
Tuesday events include Strength and Stretch Class troth 8
to 9 p.m. a m in the gym, Or Merry Miller will speak about
"Dealing with Disasters and Trauma" at 10 a.m. and Ping
Pong at 12:30 p m in the gym Those who have signed up
for the Kentucky Opry trip should be prepared to leave the
center at 12:15 p.m. On the lunch menu will be roast pork.
pinto beans. cabbage, corn bread, margarine and strawberry
whip
Wednesday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8.30 to
9:30 a m., Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m.. Powder Puff
Pool play from 10 to 11:30 a m and Pinochle Club at noon
Meat loaf, sweet potatoes, green beans, biscurt margarine and
banana pudding will be on the lunch menu
Thursday events include Strength and Stretch Class at 8
a.m., Ceramics Class from 9 to 11 a.m. and movie. 'Christmas
with the Kranks" at 12.30 p.m in the education room On the
lunch menu will be hot chicken salad, peas. tossed salad.
wheat roll, margarine and strawberry rhubarb cobbler
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8 30 or 9 30
a.m.. Stnde with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Board games will
begin in the education room at 9:30 a m. and Open Bridge at
noon. Roast beef au ius, mashed potatoes, greens. corn bread,
margarine and chocolate brownie will be on the lunch menu
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SPORTS
Racers try to
regain winning
waysatUTSA
Staff Refiort
Murray Ledger & Times
When: Today,
The Murray State Racers will
2 p.m
of
Where: UTSA
try to erase the bad memory
Convocabon
Wednesday's loss to Tennessee
Center
when they take the court later
Records. MSU
today at Texas-San Antonio.
(1-2). UTSA
(2-2)
Today's 2 p.m. tip-off against
Coaches: MSU.
the Roadrunners at San
Mick Crorun,
Antonio's UTSA Convocation
second year
sec(46-19) UTSA,
Center will mark the Racers
Tim Carter, 11th
ond true road game of the 2005year (151-137)
disaps
Wednesday'
06 season.
Radio: Froggy
pointing 64-53 loss to the
¶03.7 FM
Volunteers was played on a neutral cowl at Nashville's Gaylord Roadrunner averaging in double
Entertainment Center.
figures at 11.0 ppg. Forward
Against Tennessee, the Gabe Bernard, a 6-7 junior-colRacers(1-2) had a major-confer- lege transfer is hitting a teamence foe on the ropes for the sec- best 62 percent of his shot
ond time in less than two weeks attempts for an average of 9.8
before letting the Vols escape PPS.
down the stretch.
The Roadrunners are averagThe disappointing statistics ing 72.5 points per outing while
versus UT included a 28.6 per- limiting the opposition to 64.8.
cent shooting effort in the sec- UTSA, however, is minus-6.2 in
ond half as Murray watched a turnover margin. By contrast,
evaporate MSU is at plus-2.0 in that catelead
nine-point
behind the shooting of Vols' gory.
guard Chris Lofton, who tossed
Despite a sup-par game
in a game-high 18 points on 7- against Tennessee — in which
of-15 attempts. The Maysville he scored just eight points on
native and former Mr. Kentucky only 3-of-11 shooting in 31 minBasketball winner scored 15 of utes — junior guard Trey
those points after halftime. He Pearson still leads the Racers in
single-handedly outscored the scoring at 15.7 ppg. Junior forRafers 12-1 in one five-minute ward Shawn Witherspoon folstretch that proved to be the dif- lows at 10.3 ppg., and paces
ference in the contest.
Murray in rebounding at 10
MSU was also out-rebound- boards per outing.
ed 48-38. including a 22-12
Sophomore forward Justin
Tennessee advantage on . the Orr is the only other Racer still
offensive glass — a stat that did in double figures at 10 ppg.
not sit well with Racer head Senior point guard Keith Jenifer
coach Mick Cronin.
is MSU's top assists man at 3.7
The Racers will try to get per contest.
back on the winning track
The Racers and Roadrunners
against a San Antonio ballclub have met just twice in their histhat enters today's play carrying tories, with Murray State holdthe burden of a two-game losing ing a 2-0 advantage in those
streak.
games. MSU won the first meetThe Roadrunners (2-2), ing 107-101 in 1989 before forcmembers of the Southland ing UTSA into 26 turnovers in a
Conference, won their first two 69-58 triumph last December at
games over Angelo State (81- the Regional Special Events
78) and Cameron (73-56), but Center.
dropped a 79-46 decision at
Following today's action, the
Iowa before falling to in-state Racers will return home to open
rival Texas A8tM-Corpus the new 20-game Ohio Valley
on
Christi 77-59 on Wednesday Conference
schedule
night.
Thursday against defending
Guard Andre Owens, a 6- league tournament champion
foot-4 senior, is UTSA's leading Eastern Kentucky. Murray will
scorer (14.3 points per game) then host Morehead State a
and rebounder (48. rpg.). week from today before travelBackcourt mate Eric Young. a 6- ing to Jacksonville State on Dec.
2 freshman, is the only other 19

Lady Racers get 1st
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
COLUMBIA, Mo. — The Murray State Lady Racers
up their first win of the season on Friday night. ha
Alcorn State 100-75 in the opening round of play at
Farm Lady Tiger Classic. being hosted by the Univ
Missouri.
With the victory, the Lady Racers -4 , advance to ma
p.m. tournament final against host MASSOW:1 0-2), which
ed Arkansas-Pine Bluff 79-51 in Friday's first game.
Against Alcorn, five Murray State players reached dot)
ures, led by former Murray High standout Paige AdIich,
tossed in IS points on 7-of-8 shooting from the floor.
The Lady Racers took control of the contest with a 12-0
late in the first half, breaking a 31-31 tie. Murray made 56
cent(39-of-69)of its shot attempts on the night, including
of-29 effortfrom 3-point range. MSU was also pesfeet L
free throw line, hitting all eight of its tries from the
Tanika Nunez paced the Lady Braves (1-4) with
Alcorn wast just 5-of-22 from 3-point range.

ECA Basketball

Warriors rip Nashville Central
Craig tallies
25 to help
Eastwood
to 78-57 win
By TOMMY DILLARD
Guest Writer
Anyone wanting to witness a clinic in unselfish basketball may want to make the
drive to Eastwood Christian
Academy and watch the
Warriors play.
Eastwood used tenacious
defense and a selfless offense
visiting
overcome
to
Nashville Central Christian
78-57 Friday night.
The 21-point victory
avenged.-Eastwood's loss to
Nashville Central — also
known as the Warriors — in
its season opener earlier this
year in Nashville.
Nashville Central — a
home-schooled team made up
of players from Tennessee,
and
Kentucky, Illinois
Alabama — never got its feet
off the ground this time as
Eastwood took control early
and never looked back.
"Eastwood's got a great
team," Nashville Central
head coach Andy Hooper
said. "Their coach has got his
guys playing at a really high
level. They're always on the
floor after the ball, and
they're very patient offensively. We always know
Eastwood's going to be a
tough game."
The Warriors scored the
first three baskets of the game
and ended the first quarter on
a 9-0 run to take a 17-11 lead
into the second quarter.
"We're not deep, so we
have to establish a lead,"
ECA head coach Joey Adair
said. "I'm not worried about
physical fatigue. Our guys are
in great shape, but I'm more
mental
about
worried
fatigue."
The Warriors never had to
worry about fatigue of any
kind last night, as they
extended their lead in the second quarter and took a comfortable 11-point advantage
into the halftime break.
Eastwood let loose with a
flurry of scoring in the second
period, led by point guard
David Craig. Craig paced the
Warriors, finishing with 25
points while dishing out eight
assists and displaying excellent court vision.
"He's our spark plug,"
Adair said. "He's our on-thefloor general. David gets
everything rolling for us."
Several times in the second half it seemed as if
Nashville Central was poised
to make a run and close the
gap, but every time the
resilient Eastwood team
answered.
At the end of the third
quarter and into the start of
the fourth, Nashville Central
went on an 8-2 run to cut the
Warrior lead to six points.
Eastwood, however, did not
cave under pressure as forward Brandon Burgie made
three consecutive baskets to
cushion the Warrior lead for

•

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photc,

shot of a
Eastwood Christian Academy's Jordan Harrell (24) tries to block the
ECA. The
at
action
Nashville Christian player during Friday's high school basketball
Warriors
good.
"My team is resilient," Adair
said. -They have a lot of passion, they want to win. This is a
senior-laden group, so it's not
like they haven't seen this
before. They are not as panicky
as they would be if there were a
bunch of sophomores out there."
Nashville Central made a
last-ditch effort to foul itself
back into the game, but pinpoint
free throw shooting and pesky
defense on inbounds passes
allowed Eastwood to increase its
lead.
Eastwood saw four players
reach double figures and another
score eight points — a testament
to the balance and unselfishness
of this team.
"They play for each other;
not for themselves," Adair said.
"We don't keep individual stats
around here. We play for the
name on front of our jerseys."
Guard Erik Ramsey finished
with 17 points and four assists,
while center Jordan Harrell led
the team in rebounds, collecting
nine, and scoring, finishing with
14 points. Burgie added 12
MI See ECA Page 7A

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photo

Eastwood head coach Joey Adair gives instructions to
senior Erik Ramsey (23) during a timeout in the
Warriors'78-57 victory over visiting Nashville Central
Friday night at ECA.

Kentucky-North Carolina remains an anticipated matchup
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Rekalin
Sims has been a part of Kentucky's basketball program for all of six games,
hut the junior forward already knows
what a Kentucky-North Carolina
matchup means.
"I'm going to
wear my business
suit." he said
Friday. "I'm all
business."
That's what it's
about at the highest levels of the sport.
Saturday's game between the 10thranked Wildcats '(5-1) and unranked
North Carolina (3-1) may not have (he
marquee value of previous years but
still commands attention simply
because of the tradition of the programs.
Kentucky and North Carolina are
first and second in all-time wins among

NCAA Division I schools. Between
them, the Wildcats and Tar Heels have
3.772 wins, 83 NCAA tournament
appearances and 11 national championships — seven for Kentucky and four
for North Carolina, including last season.
"It's the kind of game that if I was
not coaching," North Carolina coach
Roy Williams said, "I'd still try to
watch it."
North Carolina, of course, lost its
top seven players off last year's. title
squad and entered the season unranked.
The Tar Heels have yet to play outside
of Chapel Hill, easily dispatching
Gardner-Webb, Cleveland State and
California-Santa Barbara before losing
68-64 to No. 12 Illinois on Tuesday in a
rematch of last season's national championship game.
The Tar Heels likely will start a line-

up against Kentucky that includes three
freshmen, although one of them is 6foot-9 forward Tyler Hansbrough,
who's averaging 17.8 points and 7.3
rebounds per game. Kentucky heavily
recruited Hansbrough before he signed
with the Tar Heels.
"I enjoy playing on the road. I think
you can learn a great deal about your
basketball team, and that's part of what
you're doing," Williams said.
'The travel itself — getting on the
bus, getting on the airplane — that's not
going to be the problem. The crowd in
Rupp Arena is going to be the problem.
and (so is) Kentucky's team."
North Carolina, with a frontline featuring Hansbrough, 6-8.,,Reyshawn
Terry and 6-6 David Noel, likely will
enjoy a size advantage over the
Wildcats. Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
has uSed a smaller lineup during the

Wildcats' last three games — all wins
— playing the 6-8 Sims in the post
instead of starting any of the team's
three 7-footers.
One of those three, junior Lukasz
Obrzut. scored a career-high nine
points on Tuesday in a 75-55 win over
High Point. and Smith hinted Friday
that Obrzut might see more playing
time against the Tar Heels. Another,
junior Shagari Alleyne, likely will be
able to play again after Smith benched
him Tuesday for academic reasons —
the fifth time during Alleyne's career
that's happened.
But Kentucky will be without sophomore swingman Joe Crawford for a
third straight game, and Crawford's
timetable for a return from a bone
bruise in his knee and a hip pointer is
uncertain. Smith said.
Smith said the game will come down

to which team can better control the
pace. Williams' teams are well-known
for running an up-tempo offense, and
Smith has said all season that he'd like
for Kentucky to operate at a faster pace.
the better to.take advantage of the skills
of sophomore point guard Rajon
Rondo, who leads the Wildcats in per
gamescoring (13.8). rebounding
(10.8), assists (5.8) and steals (2.5).
"This is a game that we'll have to do
a better job of containing their penetra
tion and stopping their transition baskets. which they're noted for," Smith
said. "They're averaging about 85
points per game so we need to figure
out a way to either slow them down or
score more points. That's something
we've tried to do a better job of and
really haven't neen as successful as we
would like as far as putting points on
the board."
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Dint(11
upsets
St.Xavier
for 4A title
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville Trinity quarterback
Nick Petrino threw for one
touchdown and ran for another
Friday night as the Shamrocks
upset Louisville St. Xavier 14-6
in the Class 4A high school football championship game.
Trinity's title was its 16th,
tying Fort 'Thomas Highlandsfor the most in state history. The
Shamrocks (13-2) avenged a
regular-season loss to St, Xavier
(14-1) and ended the Tigers' 26game winning streak before
21,424 fans at Papa John's
Cardinal Stadium.
Petrino, the son of University
of Louisville football coach
Bobby Petrino, was 12-of-22
passing for 138 yards despite
freezing weather, and rushed for
72 yards on 12 attempts. including a 37-yard scramble for a critical fourth-quarter score.
But Petrino was far from the
only hero. Nose guard Dane
Spoelker stopped St. Xavier tailback Victor Anderson at the
Trinity 2 on a fourth-down play
with 2:05 left, effectively
clinching the win for the
Shamrocks.
Dillon Hollin turned in a key
special-teams play for Trinity.
blocking an extra-point attempt
after the Tigers' only touchdown.
Trinity and St. Xavier have
combined to win 21 of the 31
titles in Class 4A since that class
was established in 1975. The
Catholic-school rivals had met
twice before in championship
games, with Trinity winning 1714 in 2003 and St. Xavier winning 3-0 in 1997.
St. Xavier won the regularseason meeting over the
Shamrocks 48-16 on Sept. 23.
But even with the teams' stellar history, the first half was
worthy more of a preseason
scrimmage than a state championship game,as both squads had
nutherous
-1CITtlir`-68
yards for St. Xavier, and six for
35 yards for Trinity.
St. Xavier scored on its first
possession on Anderson's 3yard run. but Hollin blocked the
extra-point attempt by'Tim
Dougherty. The Tigers corwnitted four penalties — holding.
illegal procedure, illegal substitution and delay of game — on
their next drive, which- ended
when Dougherty sent a 37-yard
field-goal attempt wide right.
A roughing-the-passer penalty on the Tigers wiped out an
interception, and Trinity took
advantage.
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Three members of the Calloway County High School junior-varsity girls soccer
team received awards during the team's recent season-ending banquet. Lady
Laker honorees and their awards include (clockwise, from top left) Jessica Torsak,
Most Assists; Shawna Wicker, Most Consistent Player; and Averee Fields, MVP.
Players not pictured include Jessica Bowman, Most Consistent Player: and Kaylee
Wycoff, Team Player.

Padgett returns as Cardinals
ready for Colonial Classic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — bench in a shirt and tie while
David Padgett fell to the floor. redshirted, Padgett is looking
clutched his left knee and imme- forward to the pre-game jitters.
diately thought the worst.
"It's going to be fun actually
"The thing is it scared me getting to play in front of 20.000
more than anything." said the people and not just sitting on the
Louisville sophomore forward bench," said Padgett, who averabout his tumble during an aged 6.5 points and 4.3
intrasquad game on Nov. 12. rebounds at Kansas in 2003-04.
"The first thing I thought was I "(My last game)feels like it was
tore something and I was going about 10 years ago. It's going to
to be out for a long time."
be weird putting on that uniform
Yet the scare proved to be and getting my name called. I'm
just that. Though Padgett. who going to be nervous."
transferred to Louisville after
And he's going to be a little
spending his freshman season at curious too. Louisville head
Kansas. did suffer a sprained coach Rick Pitino isn't sure howmedial ,s.sa
ligamela• ii MallY..10411.11.0 PadvItt3Sli/Lli/13
wasn't the catastrophic scenario during the Classic,
the
he feared. .
Cardinals will face Arkansas
On Saturday. three weeks to State on Sunday and Richmond
the day after his season flashed on Monday — but doesn't
before his eyes, and nearly two expect it to take long for Padgett
years since he's played in a live to return to form.
game. Padgett will return to the
"He's dying to play, he's anxfloor when No. 7 Louisville (1- ious to go," Pitino said."By next
0) takes on Prairie View A&M week, he'll be 100 percent."
(1-2) at Freedom Hall in the
The Cardinals return just two
opening game of the Colonial starters from a team that went
Classic. The Cardinals and 33-5 and advanced to the Final
Panthers. will tip off at 1 p.m. Four last spring. Padgett's presEST. with Richmond (3-1) tak- ence is a big reason why
ing on Arkansas State (1-3) Louisville is still firmly inside
immediately afterward.
the Top 10 even though it's
After spending an entire year played just once this season.
watching from the end of the
"We're a much different bas-

SCOTT NANNEW.Ledqer 8. Times Photo

Eastwood Christian Academy senior Brandon Burgle (33)
tries to drive around a Nashville Central defender on the
baseline during the first half of the Warriors' 78-57 win
Friday night at ECA.

•ECA
From Page 6A
points and snagged five
rebounds for the Warriors.
Hooper credits Eastwood's
victory to its ability to set the
pace of the game early on.
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"(Me of our goals was to play
defense and take them out of
their game." Hooper said. "We
didn't succeed in doing that and
let them set the tempo for the
game. and that's a credit to
them."

Today
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — Conference USA championship game Tulsa at UCh,
Noon
ABC — Big 12 championship game.
Texas vs Colorado at Houston
1 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC — NCAA Division il.
Pioneer Bowl Tuskegee vs Bowie St
at Charlotte N C
1:30 p.m.
CBS — Army vs Navy. at Phitadelphia
3 p.m.
ESPN2 — NCAA. Division I-AS tournament. quarterfinal. Cal Poly at Texas
State
3:30 p.m.
ABC — UCLA at Southern Cal
S p.m.
CBS — SEC championship game
Georgia vs LSU. at Atlanta
6:45 p.m.
ESPN — L0114%1110 at Connecticut
7 p.m.
ABC -- ACC championship game.
rionda State vs Virginia Tech at
Jacksonville. Fla
GOLF
12:30 p.m.
TGC — PISA Tour. PGA Tour
Qualifying Tournament, foulth round,
at Winter Garden Fla
3 p.m.
NBC — Father/Son Challenge first
round at Orlando. Fla (same-day
tape)
11:30 p.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour Hong
Kong Open, final round
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 S.M.
CBS — National cOverape, North
Can** at moiety
ESPN2 — Michigan at Notre Dame
2 p.m.
ESPN — Memphis at CIncinnaT
4 p.m.
ESPN — Oklahoma at Vlaanove
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - Arizona at Houston
RODEO
8 p.m
ESPN2 PRCA National Finals.
second round at Las Vegas

ketball team when he's on the
court." Pitino said. "We have
someone to throw the ball to in
the post, and we have someone
to run the floor at the five-spot.
We have someone who understands the offense more than the
other players."
Like their anxious new center. the Cardinals will be trying
to make up for lost time during
the Classic. Injuries to Padgett
and forwards Juan Palacios and
Brian Johnson have prevented
the Cardinals from practicing at
full strength for more than a
month.
While it was nice to give his
freshmen some much-needed
experience in two exhibition
games and a season-opening
win over Tennessee-Martin.
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SportsBriefs
III The Murray High School Fast-Pitch Softball Club will hOld its regular monthly meeting on Wednesday at 5,45 p m in the school's cafeteria. All persons associated with the fast-pitch programs at MHS and
Murray Middle School are encouraged to attend

Tigers fall to Flash in 2 OTs
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH. Ky. — Chase
Denson scored over half his
game-high 36 points in two
overtimes as host Lone Oak
squeezed past the visiting
Murray High Tigers 72-66 in
boys' prep basketball action
Friday night.
The Tigers(1-1)overcame an
early 17-14 deficit to lead 27-23
at the halftime break and 40-36
entering the fourth quarter. But,
behind the shooting of Denson.
the Purple Flash fought back to
force overtime by outscoring
Murray High 13-9 in the final
eight minutes of regulation.
knotting the contest at 49-49.
The first extra session produced no winner, as both teams
scored nine points to force a second overtime with the score 58all. The Flash then claimed the
victory by outscoring MHS 14-8

in the second OT period.
"I thought we did a pretty
good job on Denson, to be honest." said MHS head coach
David Fields. "Casey ParkerBell did a good job of guarding
him. He just kind of took over in
the overtimes."
Murray's loss overshadowed
a 22-point night from Tiger
point guard Kenneth Trice.
Blake McCuiston followed with
19. while Joey Jackson tossed in
II. Ted Masthay tossed in six.
Hugh Rollins had four and
Parker-Bell and Chess Yelp added two apiece. The Tigers
finished the night hitting 32-of76 shots from the field, including an 8-of-20 effort from 3point range. MRS as 10-of- 19
from the free throw line.
The Tigers return to the hard- 4t_
wood on Tuesday. when they
host Fulton County in the second game of a girls-boys doubleheader.

RACER BASKEBALL
DOUBLEHEADER
THURSDAY - DEC. 8
MSU WOMEN
vs.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
3:30 p.m.
MSU MEN
vs.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
6:30 p.m.
All games held
at the Regional Special
Events Center
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Outdoors
Weather tough on outdoorsmen
Wow! Has this weather been tough
on the anglers and hunters or not?
It's almost as tough to stay in a
treestand as It is in a boat. It would
be tough to see a trophy-sized buck
standing about 100
yards away and
your treestand is
swaying in the
wind! Could you
make a shot, or
should you even
try?
Now, we are in
a bass boat and
we're close enough
Fishing
to a down and under
water tree that has
Line
several limbs stickBy Jerry
ing out of it. You
Maupin
fee certain there are
Outdoors
bass or crappie in
Columnist
that pile of limbs.
You
have
-Thlready tried all of you favorite soft
plastic lures ,without a strike, so what
do you 11.*? We know we have to
try something, but a missed cast will
ruin everything. You cannot get any
Cic(SCI"
'
to your target.
.1 would say that's pretty close to

the feelings that most folks would
We had to travel from place to
The water temperature was steady They wanted slow movement in their
have in that situation. We think we play to try each one with our road- at 47.7 degrees in most areas. We face. I didn't realize it, but the guys
know which lure we would try. That's runner jigs. We used white, red and also found an area that was at 50.7. had a cooler .of minnows and never
what the outdoors is all about — a chartreuse, and they all worked! We That was where the big crappie were said a word about it until we had
challenged to be answered!
each had several light strikes at some being caught!
quit for the day. I think that would
I fished with a couple of outdoors- places, but we couldn't increase the
We had perfect water clarity. I have made a difference in a couple
men last Saturday. We had to deal catch for a time.
couldn't tell about the current, or or three areas that we fished. with some strong winds from the
Finally, after a change in location, even it' there was a current, because
It was pretty cool — close to
south. The water elevation is- at
-wa found a big ,
r11,101 of large yelof_the wind. The shallow and deep being uncomfortable at time — but
pool stage right now, so that rules low stripers that were hungry. We areas were covered and fished, but it was a decent dai overall. We -kW
out a lot of good water.
began to fill the livewell with stripers all we could find later was the big 48 good-eating slabs that John and
I met with John Bulanda and Mike that weighed over a pound. It was yellow stripers. These fish are excel- Mike will enjoy before the new year
Korman. We headed synth so we wild at that point because the wind lent to eat, but most anglers don't arrives! Maybe we can get another
could try and stay out Of the wind had almost quit blowing.
even realize it.
trip together right after Christmas so
as much as possible. We were not
We threw back many of,the stripers
Most of my acquaintances have we can catch another bunch of big
alone.
that seemed to be smaller than a learned to keep and enjoy the very crappie!
There were areas I wanted to fish, pound. I traveled other areas to fish special flavor that the stripers have.
These guys are great to fish with.
but we couldn't because of the other submerged trees, but other boats had Several anglers prefer them over crap- They have the best tackle a man can
boaters. I don't think they knew the already been there.
pie!
have in order to catch any species.
area, but they occupied space we
We tried to fish the downed timJohn slept a little bit as Mike and I hope we can get after the sauger
would have liked to have fished,
ber along the shores in some of the I continued to add to the catch. We if they come back during the winter
Mike and John are from Chicago. bays, but evidently some:other anglers could catch a few on each area we season.
They are both very capable anglers had already been there, too.
moved to, but it was tough to move
I expect heavy rains that fell on
since they travel and fish around the
We couldn't get away from the very much.
this region during the last storms will
Great Lakes and Canada.
other anglers, partly because the winds
The winds were coming from the bring the river elevations up a foot
We caught some big crappie early had increased again and the bays southwest, so heading to Blood River or two. If that happens, we will realin the trip. Things looked really good were the only option.
was out of the question. We tried ly have some hot fishing action from
for us! These crappie were barely under
Slowly but surely, we added to fishing vertical at each location. That several different species. I'm looking
a couple of pounds. They are really the catch with stripers, but not with was the best way to catch for us.
forward to it!
good fighters because their bodies crappie. They seemed to be locked
The waters have cooled considerHappy Fishing!
are so wide.
down tight.
ably. The fish didn't want to speed.

Matt Collins took this 16-point buck while hunting in
Calloway County. The deer field-dressed at 189 pounds.

Jessica Norsworthy recently harvested this 8-point,
152-pound buck while hunting with her father. Owen.

Chris Norsworthy took this 11-point buck while hunting in Trigg County on Nov. 14.

Deer hunters, duck hunters and astonished clergy

Kentucky's 2005 Modern
Gun Deer Season blew out
with the wind last Sunday
evening. As of Wednesday, total
harsest was running almost
24.000 •behind last year with
almost two
months of
archery
hunting,
crossbow
season, late
muzzleloader season and the
free youth
hunt still to
In The
go
The
Field
crossbow
By Kenny
season
Darnell
began MonOutdoors
day, where
the gun seaColumnist
son left off.
and will run through Dec. 7.
The late muzzle-loader season
will start on Saturday. Dec.
10. and will conclude on Sunday. Dec. 18. The free youth
hunt weekend for deer will be
Dec. 31. 2005 and Jan. 1,2006.
Youth hunters age 15 and
younger may hunt deer without permit or license on those
two days if accompanied by

an adult.
on the big lakes, according to of our foursome on that parThe decline in harvest totals the souls who braved the gale ticular day was a couple of
is perplexing since the weath- force winds. I have to take ministers.
er was very cooperative dur- their word for the shootout as
Now, I have nothing against
ing the modern gun season — I was still haunting the deer ministers -p— most of them,
the only problems being those woods in search of antlers.
anyway
but there is a cercloudless, full moon nights
For most, the lakes were tain degree of difficulty
when the deer could cavort the only game in town, thanks involved in playing a round of
from dusk to dawn under the to the unseasonably dry Novem- golf while making a supreme
cover of darkness and a tor- ber that left many duck ponds effort to observe the best of
nado or two.
(mine included)- dryer than a gentlemanly behavior. I came
Many hunters have com- Harry M. Sparks. Distinguished away from that day with the
mented about seeing fewer deer Lecturer.
realization that there are some
in the'ir counties this year, which
Reports are that the big lakes pursuits best pursued a safe
could mean populations are were full of duck hunters, too. distance from the clergy.
lower in some areas. I ,hope Wall-to-wall hunters requires
Last Saturday marked the
the decline is due to natural everyone to be on their best opening day of the Tennessee
factors and not due to people behavior, as isn't always the waterfowl season, and Dr.
who fail to report their deer case. When hunting crowded, Young and I were afforded
on the Telecheck line.
public waters, remember to tay seats in the prime blind down
I have failed in my efforts a safe distance from other at the Royal and Ancient Hesto reduce the deer herd in the hunters. Except for the blinds kett Hunting Grounds and Duck
Commonwealth so far this sea- that are reserved on Lake Hole.
son. During the season. I was Barkley, all sites on the big
As always, the R,SLAHHGDH
fortunate enough to get a fleet- water are available to the first does not disappoint, especialing glimpse of some nice bucks, hunters- to arrive.
ly on opening day. At first
but not fortunate enough to
The lakes are big enough light, ducks began to flutter
bring one home. Those bucks that hunters need not crowd through the treetops to splash
appear big in retrospect. but one another or engage in "sky- lightly on the old oxbow lake
none were of the "old mossy- busting" to drive the ducks away off the Obion River.
horn" type that I seek. Con- from another hunter's set-up.
In Blind No. 2, Dr. Hesgratulations to all who did harA few years back. I had the kett's younger brother, Dr. Hesvest a deer or two.
distinct privilege to participate kett. was sequestered with his
Opening day of duck sea- in a local charity golf tourna- own special guests, including
son in the Commonwealth was ment with MSU Ag professor, a fellow toting a rather large
nothing less than a shootout Dr. Jay Morgan. The other half video camera. Back in our own
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blind. we were cautioned that fellow recoiled in horror at the
the fellow with the camera was sound of our voices and begin
shooting footage for his TV mumbling something akin to
show called "Hunting With the Lord's Prayer.
Jesus" or something similar,
Throughout duck hunting
and that our Dr. Heskett along history, the gospel according
with "Cousin Jerry" were wired to the great duck hunters like
for sound.
Nash Buckingham and Gordon
This didn't seem like too MacQuarrie was: "What's said
much of a problem at the time, in the duck blind, stays in the
but then it was still dark and duck blind."
we had yet to pull a trigger.
Fortunately for us. the
Besides, we were still too cold ancient axiom holds true to
from the marathon ATV ride this day as any attempt to edit
to say or think much of any- our most colorful duck-huntthing.
ing expressions from the genBut things begin to warm eral conversation will result in
after the first round of ducks the type of bland, meaningless
splashed down and got even babble reserved for bureaucrats
warmer after a big bunch scoot- and Miss America canslidates.
ed in and back out again with
So if you're channel surffew casualties. There was an ing on some slow Sunday afteroccasional reminder of the cam- noon and run across a duck
eraman and the two wireless hunting show with some familmicrophones floating around in iar faceou'll understand why
the blind, but it was opening it looks ike an old kung fu
day and there were ducks to movie where the dialog doesdeal with.
n't match the lip movements.
The whole thing really. didAnd if you're much of a
n't sink in until the Drs. Hes- lip-reader, you'll understand
kett decided to call it arday why the cameraman recently
and a rather frazzled. pale'man donated his camera to the poor
wearing an "Anglers for Jesus" and joined a monastery in a
cap emerged visibly shaken place far, far away where
from the undergrowth around they've never even heard of
the duck hole. As Dr. Young duck hunters.
and I introduced ourselves, the

Jason Reed,
Jon Tubbs, Consultant
Certtfred & ingured
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Drs. Sean and Huong Kelly
605 Kingsway Court

Mr. Robin Brown
503 Tanglewood

Dr. Daniel and Mrs. Teresa Butler
2105 Southwest Drive

Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Garland
622 Gibbs Store Road
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Tour of Homes is Tour of Hope
and draperies in complimentary colors
with tassel accents, a traditional theme
is accomplished.
The dining room features classic
Lexington-style furnishings. Brown's
ability of combining prized antique
family heirlooms as well as pieces
acquired has created the comfortable
environment he was striving to
achieve.
The eat-in kitchen completely
redecorated has a French-country feel.
Brown said his kitchen redesign was
labor intensive but well worth his
efforts as he considers it the heart of
his home. Walls covered in "raspberry
truffles" compliment hardwood floors,
stainless appliances, pillow top tile
backsplash and beige painted cabinets.
The utility room is nearby with the
usual conveniences.
The Brown Home
Brown's den is conveniently locat.dgate developLocated in the Woo
ed off the kitchen. This much used
ment off Johnny Robertson Road,
room of obvious comfort was another
Brown's home was built in 1991. He
redesign for Robin having tiled the
purchased his two-story, 2,500-square
added wainscoting and comfortfloor,
love
his
put
has
and
2004
foot home in
able furnishings, accessorized with
and knowledge of interior decorating
arrangements Brown made as well as
to good use applying his trademark
key elements to add a space for
into this home transforming it to suit
absolute relaxation. Easy access to the
his lifestyle. Being an elementary
backyard, garage and side entry to the
school teacher. Brown's home is his
driveway and landscaped side yard are
haven in which he can repose from a
off this room.
busy day's endeavors.
Brown's master bedroom showcasEntering the front door brings you
four-poster bed. Of special signifia
es
with
room
living
into the large open
cance is the upholstered chair and
adjoining dining room both painted in
rich "mocha syrup." The locaf point of ottoman Brown purchased at an estate
sale that was owned by the banker
the beautifully appointed living room
who gave Brown's father his first loan.
is the fireplace. With decorative iron
Comfort reigns.
work, plush furnishings, accent rugs

As Christmas draws ever nearer.
there are local traditions that are an
important part of Murray's holiday
season. One of the most enjoyable
events of the season is the Kappa
Department of The Murray Woman's
Club -Tour of Homes."
This year's tour is from 1-4 p.m.
Dec. 11. Homes graciously opened for
ticket holders include Mr. Robin
Brown's at 503 Tanglewood, Drs. Sean
and Huong Kelly's at 605 Kingsway
Court, Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Butler's at
2105 Southwest Drive, and Mr. and
Mrs. Gregg Garland's at 622 Gibbs
Store Road.
As always, the homes will please
the eye and help attendees catch the
spirit of this most wonderful season.

Dining area inside the Kelly home
The main bathroom has been
recently redecorated in a variation of a
theme Brown saw in an issue of
"Southern Living" magazine adding to
the uniqueness of his home.
At the base of the stairway is a spe
cial grandfather clock. Climbing the
stairs to the left finds a guest
room/office combination. Of extreme
importance in this space are the wonderful family pieces which for Brown
are pnceless because his grandfather
made them for his grandmother man
years ago. Also located on this second
level is a full bath with wainscoting
and a second guest room. A feature out
of sight is the oversized storage closet
Brown's love of Christmas is visible with multiple trees and special decorations, many of which he created, in
each room. The den is his Santa Claus
room and the master bedroom will feature jewel tones using -Catherine's
Collection" provided by Jean Mane's
on loan to Brown for the tour.
Brown's gift of style creates the
perfect atmosphere for enjoyment of
his environment making the cliche
"there's no place like home" evident
and personal.

family room painted in coral and goldenrod. A large entertainment center
fills a portion of this room displaying

collectibles. Of special interest is
painting by the famous Dutch master
artist Rembrandt.
The sun room off the family room
contains the family piano Huong
played as a child. Refreshingly decorated using yellow and white wicker
furniture, the tile floor adds to the
overall warmth of the area. Outside is •
the brick deck.
The open floor plan eases into their
kitchen tilled with tasteful cherrs cabinetry, hardwood floor and granite
countertops. The Kays'formal dining
room encompasses 3n Asian theme
incorporating three-unique Mother of
Pearl panels from Vietnam. The added
beauty of faux painting. trey ceiling
and crown molding enrich this space
and set the tone for a special dining
experience.
Sean's "cave," to quote Huong, is
his home office. Along with what
would he the usual furnishings there is
a very comfortable chair s-trategically
placed by the window but facing a
wall plasma TV -- not a surprise. A
Vietnam memorial print also adorns
this room. The hall bath not far from
this office has a corner unit filled with
special family photos from the Kellys'
many trips.

II See Page 28

The Kelly Home

Dining area inside Robin Brown's home

Within walking distance of Brown's
home is Sean and Huong
home. Immediately upon entering this
spacious 4,000-square foot house built
in 1998 by Lee Starks, your senses tell
you this is going to be a treat.
The inviting entry contains a large
bombe chest. Before you is the large

Christmas decorations inside
the Garland home

Christmas decorations inside
the Butler home
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LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

A periodic settlement of accounts
has been filed in
the
Calloway
District Court by
Planters
Union
Bank, do Bud
Qualk, Conservator
Jonathan
for
Zetterburg, minor
child.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway District
Court on or before
the hearing, which
is set on 12/12/05 at
11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

Atilt final settlement of accounts
has been filed in
Calloway District
Court by Celiena
Capo,
Join
Administratrix of
of
Estate
the
Leigh
Michelle
Harris, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
the
in
filed
Calloway County
District Court on or
before the hearing,
which is set on
12/12/05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

1

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
the
in
made
Calloway County
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be
filed with the fiducisix
within
ary
months of the date
of qualification.
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131
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In Memory of

Daytha Outland
Dec. 3rd, 1938 to Sept. 4th, 2005

God came and said, Daytha I need an
angel in the sky, that left all of us here to
cry and fret and say good-bye

of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
seeking an RN to fill
the Staff Development
be
Must
Position
licensed in the State of
KY MOI certified a plus
but not necessary
Apply in person at
Bntftwayen of Benton
Hwy 641S (2607 Main
St) Benton KY No
phone calls please
EOEJAAE

Career Fair -Thursday, December 8th
Everyone is guaranteed an interview!
WHERE: Pulmo Dose PharmacN
(104 Max Hurt Drive Murray. KY)
Session 1: 8:00 a.m. - 12:00(noon)
Session 2: 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Join a Growing Leader in the Home Healthcare Industry'
Rotech company. is an industry leader in providing rMIKIII• silts
Pulmo Dose
Ke - are seeking qualified Customer Senn,
respiratory medications
Representatives, Mann& Technk. kan,. Respiratory Clinicians and more for our
fast-growing operation

center
CHILDCARE
Estate of: Virginia
Pharmacist
looking for full timeipart
pharmacist lisense
Irene Baker, 940
I year pharmacy expenence preferred Requires
working indihard
time
Oaks Country Club
Care Coordinator
Patient
ative/
Represent
Service
Customer
our hearts to let you leave, but
shape
broke
help
to
It
viduals
Rd., Murray, KY
I year experience in Customer Sens ice or expenerke in medkral related tied pre
the minds of children
grieve.
to
not
us
told
and
best,
knew
God
42071; Case # 05-Pferred. High School Diploma or GED equivalent required ('Andidate must has,ages birth to 12 years
00237; Fiduciary:
excellent communication skills. prohlem-soliing skills. and the Ability to effective
doing and
old Must be flexible
was
life
in
joy
greatest
Your
Alderdice,
Nancy
ly interact with all departments and customers
St
15th
109
S
Apply
giving, that's why you are sadly missed
LEGAL NOTICE 940 Oaks Country
LEGAL NOTICE
Murray
Pharmacy Technidan
/VW final settle- Club Rd., Murray, by the living.
A final settlegfent
I year expenence in retail or Mail order pharmacy setting preferred High Sells,
•
of accounts has ment of accounts KY 42071; AppointDiploma or GED equisident required Candidate should also possess stning Loin
in has been filed in ed: November 21, Everyone you met, was your friend, you
filed
been
munication skills and good typing, and computer skills
Attorney: loved everyone up to the end.
Calloway District Calloway District 2005;
Respiratory Clinician
Court by Nancy Court by John E. William C. Adams
Must he A Certified Respiratory Therapist ICRTi or Registered kespiraiors
Parker & Linda Wilham, Executor III, 291 Main St., Now that she is gone, release her, let her
Therapist tRRT) in the state ot Kentucky. I year home respiratory CAre expenenv,
1419, go. You mustn't tie yourself to her with
ay.Biz
Co- of the Estate
Russell,
is preferred The ability to clearly .ANIIMULIK'ille with all \Litt ITICIllbers
42071.
,
Executors of the Jayne E. Wilham,
patients is required t'andidate should also possess good typing and computer
tears. Be happy, that we all had so many
Hiring cook and
skills
Estate of Aubrey deceased.
host/hostess. Apply
Exceptions to this Estate of: Sue J. years.
Willoughby,
Red
Compounding Technician
settlement must be Smith, 1401 South
in person Mon.-Fri.
deceased.
yea/ in l‘-adniimure es work in sterile/clean room environment preferred
And then when you must go that way
Murray,
the
St.,
in
16th
Exceptions to this filed
12th
Ikplonia or (iED NW% alcni required. Candidate must he able to displas
N.
616
Schii01
at
she'll greet you with a smile, and
to detail in All areas of job performance
settlement must be Calloway County KY 42071; Case # alone,
attention
Street. Murray.
Fidsay,"welcome home."
the District Court on or 05-P-00234;
in
filed
e Clerk
Warehous
calls.
No phone
Leanne
Calloway county before the hearing, uciary:
I year experience in a warehouse. fork Irk certification is preferred hut not neer,
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A
By
Written
2891
on
set
Paschall,
District Court on or which is
able
sary High School Diploma or GED equivalent is preferred Candidate must he
Check
Road,
before the hearing, 12/12/05 at 11:00 Midway
to detail and work in a fast pace environment
attention
display
to
Our
Out
Murray, KY 42071;
which is set on a.m.
Team 8. Single
NovVicki Wilson Appointed:
Competitive Salary based on experience • Comprehensive Benefits 401K •
•12/12/9 at 11:00
Opportunities'
2005;
Clerk
21,
Court
010
Retirement/Profit Sharing • Paid Training
ember
Circuit
010
a.m.
CAPE GIRARDEAU MO
Attorney: N/A
Laaol
Vicki Wilson
NNW a hdpraNd
Don't miss this opportmiity to take a step in the night direction and work for al,
Notice
Nodes
LEGAL NOTICE
eery Mir
Circuit Court Clerk
employer of choice' If you are unable to attend, please email or fax your resume
▪ Teams Up to
A(n) final settle- Estate of: Roscoe
for future consideration to dane.haldwinkrmitech.com or 270-762-0005
$110.000/Yr.
ment of accounts Ellis Hayes; Case
LEGAL NOTICE
FEOAVF/HA'
Miles,
v Excellent
FidINVITATION TO LEASE SPACE
A final settlement has been filed in 05-P-00232;
✓ Gnash aornetime.
v Guaranteed
of accounts has Calloway District uciary: Hazle Lee
Annual Raises,
The Kentucky Community and
in Court by Ronnie B. Boyd, 3439 Midway
filed
been
Sign-On a
•
Technical College System desires to
Calloway District Shoffner, Executor Road, Murray, KY
tregionil , telecommuni.,o.rur •.i:r. seek,. 50.Auti,ki
l't“?.;ies,,,c
Referral Bonuses.
:
IV NO NYC
lease approximately 300 square feet of
Court by Linda of the Estate of 42071; Appointed
applicants for:
NO Hazallat
Lee November 21, 2005;
Fennel, Executrix Robert
office space to be located in Calloway
No Caelads
MEDIA & CONTENT REPRESENTATIVE: The successful
de- Attorney: Joseph
of the Estate of Westerman,
County, Murray, KY.
will conduct a sanely media coserage including news and weath
candidate
Main
314
Bolin,
Parker, ceased.
Murl
Responses may be made by any person
sell and prepare advertising tor kical businesses to all on catili:
formats,
cr
KY
Exceptions to this Street, Murray,
'deceased.
in writing on or before 10:00 A.M. EST
and discuss with clrnts and other sonars the product,to ts%1st(
television.
Exceptions to this settlement must be 42071.
December 14. Please designate the type
advertised and obtain rele% ant information from clients Salars paflialls
the
in
filed
be
must
t
settlemen
and location of the property; the name,
800-325-6040
based on COITUDISMOD.
the Calloway County 'Estate of: Cornelia
in
filed
Fit 19 or 32
address, and phone number of the propequisaler:
1126
Gray,
Qualifications: Four year degree in Raibo/TV/Bniadcasting or
Calloway County District Court on or P.
rum
oeitaexp
viosna
y.
erty owner; and the date of availabilit
expenence
of
sears
District Court on or before the hearing, Circarama Drive,
and forward same, along with a scaled or
before the hearing, which is set on Murray, KY 42071;
ACCOUNTANT/PURCHASING AGENT: The successful can&
dimensioned floor plan showing the inte9;
05-P-0022
#
11:00
at
Case
tot
which is set on 12/12/05
to
building
date will assist in maintaining ledgers and financial records: responsible
existing
the
of
layout
rior
Dana
:
Fiduciary
12/12/05 at 11:00 a.m.
and equipment to support comparo operation., respon
tnatenals
and
purchasing
windows,
doors,
walls,
include
Vicki Wilson Scarbrough, 1126
a.m.
sage for establishing preferred sources and suppls scrs ice agreements
columns to: KCTCS, RE: PR-0060,
Vicki Wilson Circuit Court Clerk Circarama Drive,
ATTN: Chris Brumett, Office of
ns: Four years accounting degree and CPA certificatioi
Murray, KY 42071;
Circuit Court Clerk
TRAMPOR T DRIIER Qualificatio
NovFacilities Management, 300 North
Purchasing experience and Telecommunications background preferred
Appointed:
NOTICE TO
ST(IPac1t.ie.frw
Main St., Versailles, KY 40356. ifax
ember 14, 2005;
CREDITORS
LEGAL NOTICE
TECHNOLOGY STORE MANAGER:The successful candidate
for tows drivers
Bryan
"mar
accepted/
be
K.
not
will
Attorney:
products
responses
settleAn annual
will manage sales team, plan and deseklp sales strategies of new
following Ernstberger, 204
All responses received will be publicly
Wig kw COL-11010 4
ment of accounts The
manage and adhere to approved operating budget
St.,
6th
opened and read at the above-designated
has been filed in guardian appoint- South
tour
Wet Term anikat pg,
Qualifications Minimum fi‘c years of retail management andior
Calloway ments have been Murray, KY 42071.
time.
the
college degree in related held
al ~ten kait
benefit%
the
must
in
lease
for
made
selected
by
Any property
District Court
County Estate of: Vela Gray
Nest every Nikk Cd(21, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER: The successful candidate will engage
Brad Bailey & Thri Calloway
meet OSHA specifications, as well as
installation
in communication planning, demand and forecast. design. and
4154414 or WU free 1410Gilliam, guardian District Court. All Clayton, 109 Gilbert
ADA guidelines and all applicable buildpros isles engineering support. compiles information and makes
oversight.
nt
Departme
Victoria • L. claims against these Street, Hazel, KY
the
by
for
ing codes as enforced
041-2219 of infoswam
wilt
recommendations on the purchase of electnink. equipmem coordinates
and
Buildings
Bailey, minor child. appointments 42049; Case # 05-PHousings.
of
and
bait*
data,
store,
er
Idd5
delis
son
and
fa
design
to
:
personnel
ny
Fiduciary
inter-compa
00225;
'with
and
intra
Exceptions to this should be filed
Construction, Division of Building Codes
ns
Jean
video services. ensures compliance with Rt'S and industry specificatio
settlement must be the fiduciary within Betty
Arrangements will be
Network
nt.
Enforceme
PART-TIME
degree in electrical engincenng
7035
year
,
Four
ns:
Thompson
the
of
Qualificatio
months
six
the
in
filed
Specialist
Support
made to view all properties meeting the
cord
Telecommunications background and Coco router cemfication reefCalloway District date of qualification. Rabbit Creek Road,
needed At least one
general specifications of this lease projwill
TN
,
checks
Buchanan
and
reference
Court on or before
Pre-employment phy steal examination, background
ect. A representative from the Office of year college required.
Melvin 38222; Appointed:
Re:
expenrequired.
be
the hearing, which In
year
one
and
Facilities Management will contact you
religion, sex
is set on 12112./05 at William Douglass November 7, 2005;
ence preferred Phone
The employer does not discnminate on the basis of race, color.
so that an appointment can be made to
A.
Ricky
Misty
Attorney:
1407
Willis,
experience a
system
11:00 a.m.
any
For
facility.
age. national origin, or disabilits
proposed
the
inspect
North
304
Lamkin,
Drive,
Vicki Wilson Creek
plus Email resumes to
tins
additional information, please contact ca'vice0powerciam corn
Applications for the position are as ailable at the Kentucks Department
Circuit Court Clerk Murray, KY 42071; 4th St., Murray, KY
224.
859/256-3
De,
Chris Brumett, phone:
or mail to Hawkins
Case 0 05-P-00223; 42071.
Emplosment Senices, 319 South 7th St. Mayfield. KY 420bh through
_30 am .5 An pm iv'
The Kentucky Community and
Research. 406 North
Co-Fiduciary: Beth
9tb. Regular office hours at Employment Services are"
LEGAL NOTICE
4th St Murray. KY
1407 Estate of: Mellie
Thursdas an,'
Thichnical College System reserves the
Al rit final settle- Brockman,
Monday and Tuesday, 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m on 1.1'ednrsdax and
42071
84
Ivy,
right to reject any and all bids:
ment of accounts Misty Creek Drive, Helen
7:30-12:00 noon on Endal.
Lane,
has been filed in Murray, KY 42071; Launch
No phone. calls please.
42071;
KY
ary:
Murray,
-Fiduci
Calloway District Co
Equal Opportunits Employer
4;
#
05-P-0022
Case
Max Thomas A. BrockCourt by
401 Fcand
PIZZA Pro is now hinng FULL OR PART time
Marjorie
Rogers, Executor of man, 1407 Misty Fiduciary:
inside help Must be 18 housekeeping Murray
an
Smotherm
Louise
Drive,
Creek
Elsie
the Estate of
BP Truck Stop is cur
or older Apply at 605-C Plaza Hotel Apply in
East
7530
42071;
Williams,
IIONNI
KY
Murray,
REWARD
L. Crist, deceased.
rent)/ seeking rnottvat
S 12th St
Nov- State Line Road, LOST Cingular
person after 6 00P%1
Exceptions to this Appointed:
in
ed individual to work
42049; Samsung cell phone
Playhouse
TIGERS
settlement must be ember 7, 2005; Hazel, KY
our deli department
nted:
for
Appoi
clench
openings
K.
Warren
has
PART-TIME
489-2604
11/25
on
Attorney:
the
in
filed
be able to work
Must
7, 2005; 293-9815
Monday Distributorship in the
position
Calloway County Hopkins, 405 Maple November
Monday through Fnday
Stephen
Purchase
Friday(20-25 hours per
Jackson
from 5AM till 12PM and
District Court on or Street, Suite B, Attorney:
•
",
I
Applicant area Free into Call
B
P
204
week)
Sanders,
C.
42071.
KY
Murray,
hearing,
servfood
have some
before the
St.,
should have basic
after 9AM
6th
South
ice expenence Above
which is set on
270-767-0674
computer skills and
42071.
KY
Murray,
Matthew
average starting pay
. Twigs
lilic
12/12/05 at 11:00 In Re:
good phone skills Mail
200
Williams.
Please apply in person
a.m.
(OM
Italian
PRINTING-BINDERY
VITELLO'S
resumes to PO Box
/31 :3/.1111112r; irsital
Trail,
Highway
S
Duncan
U
2185
at
Wilson
Vicki
Previous
WORKER
30 Murray, KY 42071' Restaurant now hinng
FRI. 2Nt)
FOE
KY
42036;
KY
Murray.
641N
Dexter,
Circuit Court Clerk
expenence helpful. Will
day and risgM servers
FOE
ALONZO PENNING TON
Case # 05-P-00238;
train person with good
Must be available at
Blues Front Porch Country
Earthy
T
THERAPIS
SPEECH
Co-Fiduciary: Brad FOUND male Beagle references
Printing
Kentucky Thumbstyle Guitar $3 Cover
4 days a week
least
Western
Dresden.
in
Time
Full
196
Deweese,
Services. 102 North
POSTAL JOSS
Apply on person 216 N
on Furches Trl
SAT 3RD
Excellent
TN SNF
Drive.
Sunrise
4th
$15 22 to $21 6211r
15th St Murray
435-4463
SOUTHBOUND 35
Benefits
Kevil, KY 42053;
now hemp For Ole Classic Country Boar brinkin 3 Boo'
Good
schedules
Flexible
Co -Fiduciary:
non and free governadvisors
Scootin %INS $3 Cover
SAFETY
RILEY'S USED FURNITURE PRN applicants welDeweese,
ment pob into call $2500 month memos(
ORDER pies and cob- Kimberly
4TH
SUN
come'
Drive,
9-2
Association
Sat.
Sunrise
9-5;
American
Open Mon-Fri,
blers early, by 21st We 195
trainees $3000 aostilli
WES KA INTUCK
Contact Kelk
of Labor 1-913-599
Kevil, KY 42053;
are only doing 50
Company wet train Call
THE ATOMIC CITY RAMBLER 5,
1-877-361-2021
miles on right
2
641N.
hours
$3 Cr
21
Appointed:
13042
1.4-F 9arn-1pm only,
Sandra D's 293-3816
Bluegrass MUSK With Possum 6 'onvny
riumcare[Om
keelliems0en
Emplcamient service
Ne buy and sell good used tumiti.
November 21, 2006;
SHOWS NIGHTLY 1.30 TII1 12.30
1400-576-8799
www.iinduracare.com
121 Sea*• 19 alas
Limeteid
TOBACCO land and Attorney: N/A
-";1 FitS01

or

\ftiL

V

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

It

barn for rent 489-2116

Murray Ledger & limes

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Saturday. December 3,2005

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.

Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
Open Application Period
11/21/05 - 1219/05
\,,nscrbill Chemical Corporation is suncntly
accepting applications for employment
Please apply as the Career Discovery Center next
to Martha's on Highway 64IN. Applications will
he accepted from November 21, 2005 until
-December
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation offers a COMcompemslitie and benefit package
pCtIll
including Isollibiennanee. life insurance. shdn
and long-tam disability insurance, paid vacations
and holidays, 40Ik and retirement plan.

FALL SERVICE
DIRECTORY

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
Oric and Iwo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

J&L RENTALS MIN1-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.
270-436-546• 270-293-6906

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..1
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

'Law-

,If you would like your business to be featured
in the Fall Service Directory,
please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916

Ille

ssFerRent

1BR 1 bath washer &
28P, IBA, storage
dryer, $335
571 Kirksey
•2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt, building.
Highway, Highway
appliances, w/d, $425
a month
High School education along with pre-employ•I BR, 1 bath, with 299. WO
plus deposit. No pets
ment testing is required_ Post offer drug screen,
study, w/d, $350
References required
physical and background check also required.
753-7559
(270)898-2340,
all
equal
available,
an
1BR
is
apt
Corporation
Chemical
Vanderbilt
(270)994-3883
TWO story brick apart
apptiances furnished
opportunity employer and does not discriminate
ment building with 5
9th
S.
418
2BA.
38R
Mur-Cal Realty.
on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age,
units Excellent
two-BR
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
$675
month.
a
St. $525
753-4444
national origin or disability.
oducer
income-pr
security. 474-2620 best
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
1BR furnished, low obi270-753$125,000
after
5PM
*Brick *All External Cleaning
required,
dies, no lease
4109. 270-227-1545
'Acid Cleaning Available
no pets $235/mo.
313R, 2 bath Camelot
Hot Water 'Parking Lots at Driveway,
Use
*We
753-3949
Available
Subdivision
Foods
Dean
MORNINGSTAR FOODS, a
Acmes
$695
1BR some utilities paid.
immediately
David Borders
Company in Murray, Kentucky, will add a clerno pets $240
month (270)435-4602
ical position to our shipping department. This
(270) 527-7176 or (270) 293-0939
in
acres
12
wooded
767-9037
293-4602
position will offer an excellent benefit package,
County
Calloway
1BR, all appliances.
and a competitive salary.
38R, 2BA, C/1-1/4, w/d
sell
says
Owner
Oaks Apts , starting at
530
hookup, near lake, $35,000
Mill
Red
Distribution Clerk - Friday,8:00 AM-12:00 PM
$250. Coleman RE
Services 011srsd
$550 a month For
Used %eke
Realty. 270-924-4112
759-4118
Saturday-Monday, 5:00 PM-5:30 AM
more information, call
1BR-4BR apartments
Of
DNJ HANDYMAN
(270)354-8456
2005 white Dodge
Qualifications:
Howes For Sale
Ask about move in free (270)703-2523
We do all the odd jobs
Durango Hem 11.000
•Excellent computer skills
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ANALYST
days Coleman RE
you don't have time
miles $26,000
*Spreadsheet applications, inventory database
759-4118
for
270-753-8921
SALE
FOR
seeking
is
preferred
Center
expenence
Henry County Medical
213R, central gas heat,
293-5438
OR RENT:
•Lotus Notes applications experience preferred
a Tech Support Analyst for our
cab,.
ext.
Chevy
2001
central air $275 and
20 beautiful acres.
*Attention to safety and quality
Information Systems Department. The
A&F Warehousing
loaded, new tires. Must
up. some with new carHouse close to
position is full time and requires on-call
•High School diploma or GED
$20-50
MSU
Near
sell! $10.000 0E30
pet Coleman RE
Murray.
hours.
P‘i\
753-7668
293-0398
759-4118
posithis
for
applying
in
If you are interested
753-9075,
lii oil. 1111.1I 6.‘
utilities
2BR, some
'99 Dodge Ram pickup.
tion, and meet the qualifications listed above,
227-2193
Interested candidates must have knowlJ&L RENTALS
211 ',ears cspericiii
pets.
No
$270.
paid,
to:
Low
resume
and
topper.
letter
with
cover
White
a
send
please
printers,
edge of Windows 2000 & XP,
rev cs1 imates.
ORAGE
MINI-ST
98
1
acre,
bath,
1
28R
767-9037
$6,500
nice.
mileage,
PC's and a basic understanding of
Now renting
Murray.
Dr.
Nighthawk
Sunny
901
bath1
br
6-115115
3
293-9970
//
Morningstar Foods
switches & routers. Candidate must
Loaded at 720 S. 4th Si, $55,000
Lane $450. 753-3415
P.O. Box 1175
have 1-2 years experience in Information
till,
If
\e4111, -.11
(270)707-9344
270-436-5496
ELECTRICIAN
DREAM country apartSystems environment. Associates degree
Murray, KY 42071
I .11'
111111.
firefighter,
a
you
ARE
No
upstairs.
ment
2BR
New Const./Remodeli
preferred.
270-293-6906
in Computer Science
us we will be
Attention: Human Resources
Call
nurse, in the education
plus
$600
pets
or trouble. Lic and ins
glad to help
Morningstar Foods is an Affirmative Amon/
field or law enforcedeposit, references
W/ 30 yrs. exp. Call
MURRAY Store and
We provide an excellent benefit and
tfur,av ltsdqer & Times
Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F/D/1
ment field? If so, spe489-2741
753-7091
Lock presently has
salary package including health, vision,
'' -53-1916
cial 1000,financing is
Extended stay Rooms units available.
dental, retirement. Interested candiFUTRELL'S Tree
this brick '93 Chevy
available, all furnished, 753-2905 or 753-7538. available on
dates should send a resume or apply in
Service
good condition.
3
Red,
on
setting
home
person.
all utilities, water. we&
Appliances
removal,
Trimming,
437-4785
acres. CENTURY 21
Inc, phone and cable
PREMIER
stump grinding. fireLoretta Jobs Realtors '93 Ford F-150 4x4 351
Henry County Medical Center
included Access to
28X56 Lazer dou
30" G.E. range. good
MINtSTORAGE
wood Insured
753-1492 or Lori 0
P.O. Box 1030
pool & fitness room. 'Inside climate control
157.000, mechanically
almond, blewide Nice 3 bedcondition,
489-2839
293-2881
$150
OBO
Paris, TN 38242
$3,000
baths
$400/month.
sound
2
rooms/
Small
$100
storage
HOUSES for sale In
731-644-8472
deposit. Singles for
436-2584
Beautiful fine place
microwave. white, $25
JOHNNY WILUAMS
*Security alarmed
newly developed sub-tn.org
plus
up
cowen(qhcmt
Never used 436-5362, $350 and
753-8744
PAINTING
*Safe & clean
1988 Dodge Dakota
lot
the
Pick
division
deposit. Call for infor293-0509
'For all residential and
•We sell boxes'
$950 OBO
AT
V6,
washer
HOTPOINT
your
of
and house plan
Equal Opportunity Employer
mation.
small commercial
28R, 2 bath Clayton
'We rent U-Hauls
767-0817
and dryer 10 yrs old
choice and we build it
painting needs
appliances, (270)753-8407.
753-9600
Some
753-5800
at
start
Houses
View
& Extenor
'Interior
FORREST
Front
rooms
large
060
$70,000 for 1.200
SEARS window unit
SIOR \(.1
Apartments 1213 N.
*Custom spraying for
steps and back deck
Hslp Worried
after
Pay
feet
square
Heats & cools
16th St.. now accepting
lawn/patio furniture
included Must move
ll \ I \I
completion
(3 436-5141 A-AFFORD761-3729
applications for: lbr
Louver doors / shutters
Call 492-8192
CASH paid for
•Kk
• I:f
LOOKING for highly
Brian
months).
ABLE Hauling Clean
'No fob too small
apt, basic rent $3301
62s "south Irit
38R 2BA Unbelievable
good. used guns
Large Select ion
motivated individual to
978-1323.
out garages, gutters
BR
2
month.
•Free estimates
It
\I
INA!
only"
1
Hurry
Sporting
$13,6951
Benson
part-time employinent
USED
Townhouse, basic rent
753-8858
a teacher, junk & tree work
are
you
IF
11 K1 1207- 1
Int
\II
12th,
0
S.
519
731-584-943
Goods,
Must be able to work
APPLIANCES
nurse, 492-8688 ROOF
$360.00 Call 753firefighter,
int) - 41-4-1,1
Murray
evenings, some week4BR
28x80
AWESOME
1970. Leave Message.
Ward-Elkins
policeman, seller will
REPAIRS. New
L&M
ends and some holi3BA $39.900' Lot
pay 3% of your closing
Roofs, all types 29
an the square
LIKE new 1 year old 1
LAWN SERVICE
1
days Skills needed are
now
Call
only'
model
WANT to buy: Junk Car
costs and you can posyears experience. Call
bedroom. all appliLeaf mulching &
753-1713
skills,
organization
731-584-9109
and Trucks Call (270)
sibly qualify for a speCarters.
Dnve
Brooklyn
removal, shrub &
ances
of
computknowledge
3BR
REDUCED
474-2540 or 293-6199
cial 100% loan on this
tree trimming
Call 270-435-4382
160
ers. accounting skills. Six days a week
A-1 Affordable Gutter
PARIS, TN Best loca
mobile home and lot,
three bedroom bnck
Call 753-1816
Apts,
Home Furnishings
Oak
sales, working with
UVE
out
Cleaning
Cleaning
wes
square,
court
bon,
$14,500 753-6012
CENTURY 21 Loretta
or 727-0611
Newly Remodeled
people and being a
sheds junk clean up
150
side 2 story. 2.500 Jobs Realtors
SINGLE AND DOUArticles
lBR $290.00
5PC bedroom set, new
learn player. Also, must
436-2867
floor.
per
sq.tt.
Bring
753-1492
BLEWIDES
For Sale
like to exercise and
2BR $340.00
condition, $275
(270)489-2116 leave
LEE'S Carpet
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
your deed - That's all
3BR $425.00
489-2333
possibly in the, near
NEW 4.200 sq.ft home
Cleaning
message.
Complete
Service.
Used
extenNew
need
Werner
you
16'
(2)
workspecial
$100 deposit
future attend
near Murray. Picture
'since 1971'
AFTER major renovatrimming, etc
removal,
today
Call
16'
(1)
Repo's
and
ladders.
sion
for qualified applicants.
shops to certify in
views. 10 acre farm,
'Carpets *Upholstery
tion sale! Temporary
13 years experience
COMMIntili Prop. For Rent
at 731-642-6447.
aluminum extension
Office hours 8-2
teaching or assisting in
streams $168,000.by
•Emergency Water
service pole, ceramic
436-2867
jacks
ladder
2
plank,
PICK Mon-Fri
fitness classes. Send
owner. 270-767-0958.
TV, TAKE YOUR
Removal 'Quick
appliances,
tile,
Street
12th
South
707
Need 5 Bedrooms and
A-1 Stump Removal
Call today for appointresumes to MAA. 1413 436-5516
270-519-8570
Drying
etc. 753-6415
South Center. 1,200
3 Baths or how about 4
ment
437-3044
Olive . Boulevard, 5-PIECE Bassett solid
Free Estimates
sq.tt.. 710 sq.ft. 753sectional
&
House
LEATHER
Style.
2
RANCH
and
Bedrooms
42071.
KY
753-8221
Murray.
cherry armoire w/ TV
"Got Dirt?"
1252. 753-0606
w/hide-a-bed
couch
10.5 acres. 1 mile from
Baths? Both priced in
ATTN. Office Manager
matching
cabinet,
NEAR university. Like
753-5827
CARPENTRY
ALL
epd,
reclining
bed3
and
school,
SW
the $50's Call
$1.000
shelves,
new large 2BR, CM/A. COMMERCIAL or retail
additions,
Remodeling,
090
bed.
bunk
baths.
Futon
rooms. 2 full
731-642-6438 today,'
Antique oak dining $350
Low utilities, quiet, 750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
porches, decks, sun
Domestic 8 Chikkare
$150 753-3692
restrooms, 30x40 heated shop. 4
MASTER Plumber.
C/G/I-1,
table chairs & buffet
$420. What you've
rooms, vinyl siding,
22x40
barn,
horse
stall
parking,
of
Almost retired, drains
plenty
suite
for.
$500 Antique BR
looking
been
Rol
For
repair,
Hones
home
Molls
mobile
CLEANING houses is
shed,
equipment
plumbing fixexcellent location near
cleared,
oak, bed, frame &
Firewood
4
(270)527-228
termite
floors.
sagging
Cal
,my business
$224,900 Shown by
or
404 N
repaired
building.
tures
judicial
dresser
matching
$300.
2BA
Larry
2BR,
NEWLY built 2BR 2BA.
Linda H 759-9553
appointment 753-9212, & water damage.
St. complex
installed
w/mirror, $500 811
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8808
(270)753-9372
university. 4th
Nimmo
to
Close
753-3992
D'S Cleaning Service
759-3772.
(270)978-0133
French door, $500 Call (270)527-8368
or (270)753-0353
3 bedroom, 2 bath QUIET area. Water and
753-3802
2g3-4394
includwarehouse
pickup
large
VERY
garbage
You
$25.
with
FIREWOOD.
mobile home
ANDRUS Excavating
HOUSE cleaning
on approximately 3
pick up. 437-4030
ARC welder, large
range, refrigerator, and ed. Washer and dryer.
•Certtfied septic
Rentals/Cabins 753Continuous
7532
space,
acres. Office
bench vise, bench
dishwasher. Water fur- $550 per month.
Installation SEASONED Oak
6671
Flashing
Gutter,
bathrooms, equipped
2225. 759-1509
sander, scroll saw, 474-1421 227-8504
nished. Large yard in
'Custom dozer
& Metal Roofing
land and
NEED your horrre or
air
TOBACCO
heat,
gas
with
pets.
No
Craftsman band saw.
country.
duplex
2BR
NICE
backhoe service
Owner:
business cleaned? Call
barn for rent 489-2116
hookup, steel hoist
and electronic radial
References required. 753-7457 or 436-6357
'Ponds
Creel Mansfield
Teresa 489-2957 or
lighting,
great
beam,
Call
saw
arm
Cemetery
1024 Bazzell
'Driveways
NICE bock duplex w/
227-8380
(270) 293-84111
extra large overhead
(270)436;5155
Rd. Call 489-2117
•Insured
carport and deck. 2BR,
piano.
locaCONSOLE
doors, excellent
home
978-0343
mobile
2BA
753-9503,
3BR
prom
1 5BA, stove, ref & cl/w,
CINDERELLA
\IR," 1..1.
Excellent sound. needs
tion Call 753-2905 or
$375 a month 761large closets. Available
dresses. 1 size 4 yelAPPUANCE REPAIR
‘11\i.. I I
X\
\t
refinishing. Whitney by
293-8595.
I
2206
GO cart for sale. 169cc
now' 753-1769 or 293low. 1 size 8 blue. $150
folk fall, Is
SERVICE & PARTS
Excellent
Kimball
Magnum Express. 2Parka'.
IFITIIVIC
mo.
$550
6181
3BR,2BA
each 270-492-8614
LARGE
(270) 293-8726 OR
investment, $400.
fran
PROFITABLE
re et.si
seater red, 6.5HP
753-6012
$295
APTS.
OAKS
RED
759-5534
room
dining
761-3729
on
FORMAL
chise restaurant
engine. GFX full suskin
- frarlibur
Special
Chuck Van Buren
NICE 29R No pets
busy road Ready for furniture. 8 foot table
pension. Force-Tech
WANTED first tenor
Chocolate Lab
AKC
11".01.1
1 N
Deposit
$100
753-9866
new owner Lock & key. (includes 2 leaves), 6 singer for a gospel
OBO.
$650
1N1
chassis.
puppies Call 328-8780
1BR From $280
quilted back chairs, singing group
1.5BA.
Books will be shown to
NICE 3BR
( 2 7 0)2 9 3 - 4 5 0 5 ,
or 970-1061
2BR From $325
serving cart and china
buyers
furnished.
I-1/A.
serious
Central
(270)753-8356
270-767-0643 or
Call Todayl
CKC Toy Poodles.
Morgan
cabinet. Dark wood
$55 000
$325 436-2397
WE
270-753-8537
30 years experwm,
753-8668.
first
and
Wormed
$900
condition.
3
Great
•
Realty 800-684-320
All work thrt,
Softtaii
2004 H-D
Aft Motor Appliances
2
old.
weeks
8
shots.
OBO
SMALL 1BR, no pets,
ROSY AUTRY
Deluxe. 2,500 miles
Rant
For
Lots
Home
Most Mawr Brands
and
1
and
brown
females. 1
Kenmore electnc dryer,
water paid 753-5980
black pearl. $16,500
Computers
KINS
WARD-EL
black. 1,250. 436-5298
good condition. $50.
2 motorcycle standup
VERY roomy, 2br,
LOTS for rent 753
On the Square Murray
COMPLETELY set up
753-5487
DOG Obedience
trailer, $1,600
2 bath. garage, CM/A.
9866
BACKHOE &
(270) 753-1713
1/2 acre, $11,500 753
MOM COMPUTERS
270-753-8921
Master Trainer.
All appliances, 1 years
GRANDFATHER
TRUCKING
6012
A• Certified Technician
436-2858
deposit,
month
1
made
custom
lease,
Clocks
ROY HILL.
For RNA
Service/ repairs
by local craftsman
no pets 753-2905
Septic system. gravel.
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
759.3556
using local hardwoods,
iliPport Utile Vehicles
white rock.
MSUI
TO
WALK
Rail Eden
& Handyman work
1 and 2 BR furnished
walnut, cherry, or oak
436-2113
Computer
Affordable 1 bedroom
Free estimates Call
THE
1995 Fleetwood 16x80 apts. Coleman RE
Dow wont & Track
including
apartments
Computer 270-761-3408
Owne
acres
767-0958 and
Remedy.
1-285
759-4118
Explore
Ford
bath
2
2002
bedroom,
3
basic kitchen appli- financing
available
repair, system recov270-519-8570
PRO Form 50 GTS
XLS. Great condition, hoe
w/upgrades. All app
1 BR 1 year old, no
ances and lovely covery, and in-home assis270)489-2116 leave
treadmill. Good condi$7,500 OBO Must sell. C & C Renovation and
furnished, w/d includpets $300
area
picnic
ered
tance. 435-4661
message
Calloway
tion, $200. 753-1635 ed. $14,500. 293-5215. deposrt (205)361-4763
753-9260. 293-3697
Remodeling.
$275/mo unfurnished.
after 5.
293-2924
We care about your
Trash Service
(334)419-6066
furnicely
$325/mo
home Home repairs,
1 OR 2br apts near
for
pole
UTILITY
1995 FLT: 16x80 4BR/
•LOWEST PRICE
nished. 762-0991 or
Want lo Buy
111111
[
additions, decks, roof- •RELIABLE
Murray
downtown
mobile home Electnc 284. $17.000
559-1164
ing, floor covering, •RATES AS LOW AS
starting at $200/mo
Sears 270-252-1311
typewriter,
Si 51M0
landscaping, plumbing.
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
753-4109
Commentator 1 761OUTS
CLOSE
2005
• **FREE ESTIMATES**
741-3740 213-4045
We buy 1 or all Can
3729
753-1252
apts
3
2,
1.
and
Singlewides
Call (270)753;1499 or
Larry at 753-3633
or 753-0606
Doublewides - Buy
WHITE metal bunk bed
(731)247-5464
1BR, 184. Hardwood
save
and
1,2, & 38R apts avail& mattresses, full bot- today
jcrobertson Ow* net
BUYING junk cars
appliances
floors,
able Please call
tom. twin top 753- $1.000's WE OWN
trucks tractors and
DAVE'S LAWN CARE
included. Ready to
THE BANK - Call today
753-8221.
0621. leave message
metal boats 436-5235
Mulching
move in Just out of
FREE: dishwasher hot
at 731-642-6438
outduplex.
bedroom
2
WHITE satin wedding
Gutter Cleaning
Murray in Hardin_ $350
water heater & stove
all
C/H/A,
w/d.
for
be
lets
protector
Must
left
11 Repos
CAROUSEL
capped
w.1
dress
Bush Trimming
a month plus deposit
condition
Working
appliances. no pets.
moved by December
wrth bulb to use with
sleeves size 16. $200
Other Services
767-0508
before
753-2041
1.
Dec.
Available
100 slide carousels
15th! Hurry 1/2 price
270-753-6909
Call
227-8575
9:00PM
60
(270)436-59
6
731-584-492
sale
753-9331
5PM
after

Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

David's Cleaning
Services
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10 years ago

Santa Claus was the highlight
ot the Murray Rotary Club Chnstalas Parade held Dec. 2. Published is a page feature of scenes
from the parade by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Reta and James Patterson, a
girl to Brandi and Bart Crum and
a boy to Rhonda Jo and Danny
Cope, Nov. 24: a boy to Melissa and lames Bevil, Nov. 25.
20 years ago
An exhibit of photography that
depicts Kentucky in the latter years
of the Great Depression and in
preparation for World War II will
be on display in Pogue Special
Collections Library at Murray State
University Dec. 5-20. This is being
sponsored by the MSU Libraries.
Births reported include a girl
to George and Julie Landolt, Nov.
23; a boy to Alice and Jerry Baxter, Nov. 27.
30 years ago
Published is a pictuji of the
hospital volunteers of fttie Calloway County Chapter oflthe American Red Cross who were honored at an appreciation dinner
Dec. 2 at the Holiday Inn.
In high school basketball games
Murray Tigers lost 76-71 to Tngg
County Wildcats and Calloway
Lakers Thst 69-61 to Dawson
Springs. High team scorers were
Bob Wilder for Tigers and David
Williams for Lakers.
40 years ago
Twenty-five men from Calloway County will leave. Dee. 14
for pre-induction examinations for
the Armed Forces, according to
Mrs. Gussie Adams, chief clerk
of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Published is a picture of Char-

)s

tell
ns
;all

lie Bradshaw, tootball coach at
the University of Kentucky, speaking at the Murray High School football banquet held at Southside
Restaurant. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Ed Collie.
50 years ago

Gerald D. Harmon, seaman.
United States Navy, is serving
aboard ttit USS Maddox Destroyer. He is the son of Mrs. Lena
Harmon of Rt. 2, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Dillard MeCuis-ton were married 50 years Nov.
25.
60 years ago

Murray's first air cured tobacco sale opened today. Dec. 3, at
the four local loose leaf tobacco
floors at Outland's, Grod,ers, Ferns and Doran's.
Published are pictures of Dale
Todd, Jackie Geurin and Carlos
Stevenson and their cattle which
won honors in the Calloway County 4-H Beef Cattle Show.
Murray Lions Club has placed
collection bottles in various business houses in the city for the
purpose of collecting funds for
the purchase of a new American
flag to replace the worn out one
now flying in the Calloway County Courtyard.
The Rev. W.B. Cone of Fort
Worth. Texas, has accepted the
call as pastor of Elm Grove Baptist Church and started his work
here today.
Marriages announced this week
include Inez Armstrong to Herman Witty, Nov. 8; Martha
Josephine Crass to Frederick
Thomas Schultz Jr.. Nov. 20;
Frances Ganelle Panter to William
Corey Skinner, Nov. 23; Charlotte
Wear to Bob Kletka and Audrey
Oliver to John Ed Scott, Nov. 24.

DEAR ABBY: My mother,
"Adele," never misses your column, so I'm hoping this will get
her attention. She has smoked
for most of my 28 years of life,
with the exception of when she
"quit" from
to
2000
2003. (Her
mother died
bf lung cancer.) I beg
her not to
smoke
around me
or my 3- and
4-year-olds.
My daughter
even
has
By Abigail
her she
told
Van Buren
smells bad
and asked her to put out her cigarette.
Adele claims she shouldn't
have to go 'outside to smoke
because smoke rises, and
although you can see and smell
it, there are no chemicals left in
the air to hurt us. Adele says the
reason she doesn't want to quit
is she read somewhere that quitting "cold turkey" increases
your chance of complications
from smoking. She refuses to
believe she's hurting anyone.
Would you please tell her that
not only is it inconsiderate and
selfish to tell us to leave the
house Dr get out of the car if we
don't want to breathe in the
smoke, it's also hurting her and
putting her grandchildren at
GET
CAN'T
-risk?
THROUGH,OZARK, ARK,

By The Associated Press
re-
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for
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CAN'T
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Todaylnilistety
Today is Saturday. Dec. 3. the
337th day of 2005. There are 28
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. '3, 1967, surgeons in
Cape Town. South Africa, led by
Dr. Christiaan Barnard perionned
the first human heart tr*plant
on Louis Wa.shkansky, who lived
18 days with the new heart.
On this date:
In 1818, Illinois was admitted
s the 21st state.

In 1828. Andrew Jackson was
elected president of the United
States.
In 1925, -Concerto in E" by
George Gershwin, had its world
premiere at New York's Carnegie
Hall. with Gershwin himself at
the piano.
In 1964. police arrested some
800 students at the University of
California at Berkeley, one day after
the students stormed the administration building and staged a massive sit-in.

Ell_ 13 E.S(i?)

?ry

THROUGH: Your mother is

severely addicted to tobacco
and in a state of denial. It is
common knowledge that secondhand smoke is harmful.
That's why sonic states have
outlawed smoking in the workplace and public buildings.
I don't know where your
mother got the notion that quitting smoking cold turkey could
have a negative impact on her
health. For years, doctors have
said that it's the most effective
way to. stop. For smokers who
can't face the challenge of sudden withdrawal from nicotine,
there are now gums, patches
and cessation programs to help
people break the habit. Your
mother's problem isn't that she's
ignorant; it's that she's so wedded to her addiction she doesn't
want to quit.
As much as you love her, you
are now a mother yourself. It is
your job to protect your children
from anything that could harm
them, and that includes secondhand smoke. From now on. do
not take them to your mother's
home; instead, entertain her in
your smoke-free home. If she
insists on smoking in her car,
you will have to be the one to
provide the transportation. And
for your own sanity, when the
time comes for your mother to
pay the piper as her own mother
did, do not grieve that you didn't have more time with her. She
lived her life the way she wanted.

GET
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DEAR ABBY: I am in my

can: in fact,
you should.
Your
backbones
By
Dr Peter Gott are losing
calcium and
you have developed arthritis,
too, in the spine. These conditions are associated with damage to two discs, the donutshaped structures separating
your vertebrae.
Evidently, the discs between
the second and third, and the
fourth and fifth, lumbar vertebral bones have become thin,
leading to stiffness and pain that
probably affects your lower
back, buttocks and legs.
Because degenerative discs may
press on spinal nerves, you
may at some point require surgery to repair the discs if the
condition progresses.
In the meantime, however.
walking and gentle exercise
(no heavy lifting or prolonged
bending) will help reduce stiffness and discomfort. Remember not to push yourself to
the point of severe pain, as
this could lead to incapacitating spasms of the back muscles.
In addition to exercise, you

Dr.Gott

physical therapy. massage. mild
pain pills (such as Advil), a
special therapeutic eXeiCiee program. and even acupuncture.
Further, to help counteract
the continued loss of calcium
from your bones, you should
take supplemental calcium, such
as three or lout TVMS a day.
These are things you can
do on your own.
For his pan. your physician
can help 'you by outlining a
specific exercise program for
your needs, prescribing antiinflammatory pain pills (such
as Lodine and Aleve), considering prescription drugs such
as Fosamax of Actonel, and
referring you to appropriate specialists (orthopedists or neurosurgeons should this be necessary.
While you're sorting out
your options. keep walking.
To give you related information. I am sending you copies
of my Health Reports "Under-

Osteoarthritis,"
standing
"Osteoporosis" and "Managing
Chronic Pain." Other readers
who would like copies should
send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 FOR
EACH REPORT to Newsletter. P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the titleis).
Doctor Gott is a practicing physician and the author
of the new book **Live Longer.
Live Better" (Quill Driver
www.quilldriverKooks.
books.com: 1 -800-605-7 176 1.
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DEAR
READER:
Indeed you
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from severe degenerative
disc disease at L4-5. mild disc
disease at L2-3,spoodylosu and
osteoporosis. Can I
or
walk
exercise
this
with

freshman year of college. living
in the dorms. I have been babysitting for the same family for
Copyright 2005. Newspaabout four years. Their three
per Enterprise
In 1979, 11 people were killed
in a crush of fans at Cincinnati's children are all under the age of
5. yet I am being paid only $6
Riverfront Coliseum, where the
British rock group The Who was an hour -- a dollar more than
performing.
when I first started baby-sitting
In 1984, thousands of people
the first two children as a high
secret, declarer simply gathers ever,
died after a cloud of methyl isoWest dealer
school student.
scrap of information he can about the
vulnerable
cyanate gas escaped from a pesEast-West
The average baby-sitting rate
adverse hands before tackling the
NORTH
ticide plant operated by a Union
student is much
spade situation
•K J
Carbide subsidiary in Bhopal. India. for a college
South starts by diii. two
IP 74 2
higher than I have been chargIn 1992, the Greek tanker
rounds of trumps and finning the
•8 6 3 2
ing. I have a friendly relationAegean. Sea spilled 21 I12 milqueen of clubs lie does this at once
*A Q 7 3
ship with the mother, but I still
lion gaIrties of crude oil when it
because he is commitfed to a club
EAST
WEST
Spain.
I'd
Coruna.
La
ran aground at
feel hesitant to tell her that
finesse in any case, and locating the
•A 9 8 7 3
41Q 4 2
king min later help him resol‘c the
like to be paid more. How do I
•5
•l09
spade decision
• 10 7 4
•Act5
go about this? -- ANNA IN
Wises the norm succeeds,
10 9
852
WILLIAMSVILLE, N.Y.
declarer plays a diamond to the king
SOUTH
DEAR ANNA: Because you
As it happens. West wins with the
•10 5
have a friendly relationship with
ace, cashes the queen and plaNs
MAKQ.1863
another diamond. which South ruffs
•K 9
the mother, call her and let her
The moment of decision is now at
•64
know that you'll be raising the
Declarer leads a spade, and
hand
bidding
The
not
price for your services. Do
aest follows low South does not
South
North East
West
apologize for doing so. Explain
v e a sure thing at this point.. but
4 111
Pass
Pass
Pass
doubt about the nght play
that the cost of living (gas, etc.) Opening lead ten of hearts
He shoul plas the jack - because
has increased since she first
he has 4ttcosered that East is %moMost declarers dread the situation
hired you. In addition, your
in to base the ace
an
this deal. At some
in
encountered
improved.
qualifications have
This is because it is not reasongtac
point in the play, they must Lead a
who passed
In the workplace, many
to suppose that West
spade toward dummy and guess
onginalts and has thus tar shown up
women older than you have a
whether to play the king or Jack after
with the king ot clubs and 4-t,) ot
West follows low
problem with speaking up and
spades a.
If West has the queers, the jack is diamonds has the ace of
asking for a raise to which they
the winning play; if Weit has the ace. well
were
they
because
are entitled
Once declarer places East with
the king is the winning play
raised to believe that "good
To guess right might look like a the ace, he has to hope that East does
the
girls" are modest and shouldn't tossup, yet, in the long run, one not also hold the queen When
jack forces the ace, declarer is suitshould guess right much more often
brag. That kind of thinking can
ably rewarded for his efforts
than not. How to do this is no great
be a real handicap in the busic:Ns15 tong Fcatuirs Srachcat
This
now.
start
So
ness world.
will be good practice for when
you are older.
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Doctor advises reader
to keep on walkin'

Smoking mom turns deaf ear
to her family's pleas to quit
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1 Diner sandwich
4 Two fives
for - 8 Wander
12 Novelist
- Rand
13 Yield
14 Ewan goddees
15 Antoinette lost
hers
17 Bro or as
18 Survey chart
19 Mouse cousin
21 Do-re-mi
22 Kansas capital
25 - Viledersehen
26 Famous
lithographer
27 Upset
30 See,
to Cousteau
31 Muffler
33 Typewriter key
35 Hurried rt up
37 Oop's girlfriend
38 Barely visible
39 Colorful annual

41 Went off-course
44 Adroit
45 Word of mouth
46 sticker
47 Unwelcome
obligabon
51 Oasis feature
52 Odor
54 Galleon cargo
55 Back muscles
56 Mr Amaz
57 Satan animal
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Baseball dub
Drain cleaner
Explosive letters
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Physicist
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11 Como usted?
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'Lost,' King of Queens'
get family-friendly honors
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif
(AP) — ABC's "Lost" and
CBS's "King of Queens" took
top family-friendly honors
Wednesday at the seventh annual Family Television Awards.
"Lost- was named best
drama and "King of Queens"
won for best comedy.
CBS's "Amazing Race" won
for best reality program and
UPN's "Everybody
Hates
Chris" won for best new series.
Best. movie honors went to
the %film,"The Wool Cap."
The
's long-running family
series "7th Heaven" took home a
lifetime achievement award.
Two leading players on ABC
also were recognized. Ty
Pennington was named best
reality host for his work on
"Extreme Makeover: Home
Edition," and Jim Belushi, star
of"According to Jim," won best
actor.
Reba McEntire, star of the
"Reba" series on the WB, was
named best actress. McEntire
also hosted the hourlong awards
program at the Beverly Hilton
Hotel, which is scheduled to air
Dec. 11 on the WB.
Presenters included Felicity
Huffman
("Desperate
Housewives"), Jane Seymour
("Modern
Men"), Freddie
Prinze, Jr. ("Freddie") and
Frankie Muniz("Malcolm in the
Middle").
Winners of Family Television
Awards are chosen by members
of the Association of National
Advertisers — major corporate

•

ENTERTAINMENT
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TV listings Monday,December
'MONDAY MORNING
WKRINJIC 2 2
WSILABC 3 3 3
6rS314111C 4 4
erIVF-an 5 5
4P5E4IC 6 0 6 II
011111-A8C 7 7
7
6 8 8

=

9 9 2 3
VKITV-UFt 10 17!
11 39
KFVS-C85

1112 12 12

CBS
The cast of "King of Queens."
marketers — to honor outstand- sion's prime viewing hours,
ing programming for family from Ai p.m. to 10 p.m.
viewing.
Kaki Hinton, co-chairwoman
The
Family
Friendly of the Forum, said such proProgramming Forum created the grams "have cross-generational
awards to promote the'develop- appeal, depict real-life situations
ment and airing of family-ori- and handle those issues very
ented programs during televi- responsibly."
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Gala Holiday Concert is Dec. 10 in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Paducah Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus will ring in the holiday season with the "Gala Holiday Concert," Saturday,
December 10, at 8 p.m. in the Carson Four
Rivers Center. This holiday-themed concert is
always a Symphony favorite and this year is no
exception. The Symphony Chorus will be performing the Christmas portion from Handel's
"Messiah" along with audience sing-a-longs, and
will feature a special appearance by the Symphony
Children's Chorus.
Of significant note this year is the world premiere of"Lo, New Born Jesus," commissioned by
the Paducah Symphony for its Children's Chorus.
The work is by world-renowned choral composer,
Roland Martin of Buffalo, N.Y.
The Orchestra, Chorus and Children's Chorus
will be under the direction of Dr. Bradley
Alrnquist, director of choral activities and professor of music at Murray State University. The
program is traditional and in the style of Robert

Shaw.
Shaw was an NBC chorus conductor during
the 1950s, and he directed the San Diego
Symphony during that same period. In the early
1960s, George Szell recruited Shaw to be the
director of the Cleveland Orchestra and Chorus.
and in the late 1960s, Shaw went on to conduct the
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, watching both groups grow from small, local ensembles
to become world-renowned, musical institutions.
He died in 1999, and today he is known as one of
the greatest teachers of choral direction and composers of festive Christmas music.
Almquist said the "concert is sure to bring holiday cheer to the whole family, and is will be a
fun-filled, festive evening".
Tickets may be purchased by calling the
Paducah Symphony Box Office at(270)444-0065
or (800) 738-3727. Prices are $30, $25 and $17
for adults and $24, $20 and $14 for students.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Monday, Dec. 5, 2005:
It might be wise to keep

by Jacqueline Rigor
for

your
head clear. Holding back could
be more difficult than you anticipated. If you let tension or
anger build, you could be accident-prone. You need to let off
steam. Design different ways to
accomplish this task. Some
might take up a new hobby or
exercise. Sometimes you think
that communicating is enough.
Actions count too. A smile and
cheery hello could make or
break many people's day,
inclusfing your own. If you are
single, you will meet people
easily. Getting along with someone on a day-to-day basis is
another story. Do not commit to
a long-term bond this year. Also,
check out people carefully. If
you are attached, you will discover that your relationship benefits enormously from conversations and time alone together.
AQUARIUS understands you
well.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You are in the mood

to
slam-dunk a project and cheer
yourself on, but others might be
creating obstacles left and right.
Your finances, as well as a partners perspective, could be reining in your spending. OUCH!
Tonight: Your drive tosses you
into the winners circle!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You go to the head of the
class, whether you want to or
not. The problem with all the
authority will be the many
demands you get left and nght.
You could lose your temper, and
somehow you feel locked into a
pattern. Tonight: Step above all
that is happening.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your detachment will
make or break your day. Others
can, and might very well, be
tough to deal with. Your abilities
to understand others needs and
to solve situations bring a smile
to your face, as well as maybe
another person or two TonightA mind treat.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Work with individuals
rather than grouping others
together If you keep your goals

in mind, you won't be thrown oft
track. In fad, you will be able to
achieve the kind of rapport and
understanding you desire.
Tonight: Fulfill a request.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You certainly could, and
easily might, rain on another's,
or quite a few people's, parade.
If you discover that someone is
losing it right in front of you, think
about what you might have done
to provoke this response.
Tonight: Let others dominate.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your ability to function in
the workplace might separate
you from many. How you see a
situation could radically change
because of how co-workers
express their feelings. News
also might jolt you out of or into
a depression. Tonight: Easy
does it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could find someone
unusually challenging about
what he or she thinks you need
to do. This situation probably
involves both of you and an
emotional or financial risk.
Tonight: Play it cool, and you
might get what you want.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might inadvertently
challenge someone, especially
when you see how he or she
reacts. You might want to hunker
dowff‘nd
a.little less visible;
otherwiN,
-could find yourself in a
icult situation.
Tonight Anc or in.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
****pou might be pushed
beyond your normal level of
what needs to happen. If you are
tired, take a walk. Do what you
must to energize yourself. A
perky smile and an understanding manner take you tar. Tonight:
Hang out with friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might believe that you
have a knockout answer, but,
surprise of surprises, others just
might not agree. Without getting
involved in a dangerous risk, you
can test the waters on your own.
Tonight: Play the conservative
Goat. Ultimately, you will be happier.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You could easily be in
the thick of things and could find
it difficult to pacify a family mem. ber• .kJ:batter involving the home
could keep you on your toes.
Tonight: Feeling great.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Know when to pull back and
follow through on what you need
to do: If you don't, you could find
yourself surrounded by a bit of
an - uproar lend difficult people.
Even if you are dying to blow off
steam, what's left unsaid might
be all the better. Tonight: Quit
while you are ahead.
BORN TODAY

Physicist Sheldon Glashow
(1 932), singer Little Richard
(1932
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